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Spark plug hole thread chaser
63001

˙Clean the thread in spark plug hole.
˙Double end threads 14mm & 18mm.
˙Applying company with 13/16" standard deep socket.

100/14.0/15.0/1.5’ 140g

2pc Torque adapter (spark plug special)
K3021

24/12.0/13.0/0.8’

   2-Torque adapter 18Nm; 24Nm
Content: 3/8"DR.
832 318...324

500g

6/16.3/17.3/1.5’ 2720g

Spark plug hole rethreader
63002

˙Double end threads 12mm & 14mm.
˙Applying company with 13/16" standard deep socket.

100/13.4/14.5/1.5’ 135g

Spark plug hole thread chaser
63003

˙Double end threads 10mm & 12mm.
˙Applying company with 13/16" standard deep socket.

100/10.0/11.0/1.5’ 100g

˙Use it to clean and restore the threads on 14mm spark plug hole prior  
    installation of spark plug.
˙Feature is extra-long neck for access to recessed spark plug cavities.
˙Applying company with 3/8" drive or 5/8" standard socket.

14mm Spark plug hole rethreader
63004

250/14.5/15.5/1.25’ 58g

5pc Spark plug rethreader set
64101

˙Repairing stripped or damaged threads in aluminum cylinder heads.
˙Solid steel inserts replace damaged threads.

Content:
    1pc 14mm Spark plug rethreader
    4pc inserts 3/8"; 7/16"; 1/2"; 3/4" long

72/12.0/13.0/0.75’ 166g

13pc Spark plug maintenance kit
K913G5

   2-Torque adapter    
      18Nm; 24Nm 
   1-Flexible ratchet handle
   2-Magnetic spark plug socket
      16; 20.6 mm
   1-Extension 150mm-6" 
   1-26 sizes Feeler gauges (SAE & Metric)
   1-Spark plug hole thread chaser
   1-14mm Spark plug hole rethreader
   1-Brass & Nylon scrape brushes
   1-Calibrated ignition tester (HEI system) 
   1-Calibrated ignition tester (Standard system) 
   1-Spark plug boot pliers

Content: 3/8"DR.
8323 18...24
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Spark plug hole thread chaser
63001

˙Clean the thread in spark plug hole.
˙Double end threads 14mm & 18mm.
˙Applying company with 13/16" standard deep socket.

100/14.0/15.0/1.5’ 140g

2pc Torque adapter (spark plug special)
K3021

24/12.0/13.0/0.8’

   2-Torque adapter 18Nm; 24Nm
Content: 3/8"DR.
832 318...324

500g

6/16.3/17.3/1.5’ 2720g

Spark plug hole rethreader
63002

˙Double end threads 12mm & 14mm.
˙Applying company with 13/16" standard deep socket.

100/13.4/14.5/1.5’ 135g

Spark plug hole thread chaser
63003

˙Double end threads 10mm & 12mm.
˙Applying company with 13/16" standard deep socket.

100/10.0/11.0/1.5’ 100g

˙Use it to clean and restore the threads on 14mm spark plug hole prior  
    installation of spark plug.
˙Feature is extra-long neck for access to recessed spark plug cavities.
˙Applying company with 3/8" drive or 5/8" standard socket.

14mm Spark plug hole rethreader
63004

250/14.5/15.5/1.25’ 58g

5pc Spark plug rethreader set
64101

˙Repairing stripped or damaged threads in aluminum cylinder heads.
˙Solid steel inserts replace damaged threads.

Content:
    1pc 14mm Spark plug rethreader
    4pc inserts 3/8"; 7/16"; 1/2"; 3/4" long

72/12.0/13.0/0.75’ 166g

13pc Spark plug maintenance kit
K913G5

   2-Torque adapter    
      18Nm; 24Nm 
   1-Flexible ratchet handle
   2-Magnetic spark plug socket
      16; 20.6 mm
   1-Extension 150mm-6" 
   1-26 sizes Feeler gauges (SAE & Metric)
   1-Spark plug hole thread chaser
   1-14mm Spark plug hole rethreader
   1-Brass & Nylon scrape brushes
   1-Calibrated ignition tester (HEI system) 
   1-Calibrated ignition tester (Standard system) 
   1-Spark plug boot pliers

Content: 3/8"DR.
8323 18...24
 
802318
807316M...20.6M
 
8043150
61802
63001
63004
9U3001
9G3101
9G3102
9G0107



1-041-03

3/8" DR. Universal Spark T wrench (joint type)
8073...U

3/8" DR. Universal Spark plug socket (ball type)
8073...B

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

114g
150g

10
10

95
95

807316B
807320.6B

3/8" DR. Universal Spark plug socket Magnetic (ball type)
8073...BM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

118g
154g

10
10

95
95

807316BM
807320.6BM

3/8" DR. Universal spark plug socket (joint type)
8073...U

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

114g
150g

10
10

95
95

807316U
807320.6U

1/2" DR. Universal spark plug socket (joint type)
8074...U

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

102g
164g

10
10

100
100

807416U
807420.6U

3/8" DR. Universal spark plug socket Magnetic (joint type) 
8073...UM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

114g
150g

10
10

95
95

807316UM
807320.6UM

1/2" DR. Universal spark plug socket Magnetic (joint type)
8074...UM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

102g
164g

10
10

100
100

807416UM
807420.6UM

3/8" DR. Universal Spark T wrench(ball type)
8073...B

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

354g
392g
552g
590g

40
40
40
40

300
300
500
500

807330016B
807330020.6B
807350016B
807350020.6B

3/8" DR. Universal Spark T wrench Magnetic (ball type) 
8073...BM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

354g
392g
554g
592g

40
40
40
40

300
300
500
500

807330016BM
807330020.6BM
807350016BM
807350020.6M

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

354
392
552
590
850
888

40
40
40
40
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807330016U
807330020.6U
807350016U
807350020.6U
807380016U
807380020.6U

1/2" DR. Universal Spark T wrench (joint type)
8074...U

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

646
684
936
974
1150
1188

30
30
30
30
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807430016U
807430020.6U
807450016U
807450020.6U
807480016U
807480020.6U
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1-041-03

3/8" DR. Universal Spark T wrench (joint type)
8073...U

3/8" DR. Universal Spark plug socket (ball type)
8073...B

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

114g
150g

10
10

95
95

807316B
807320.6B

3/8" DR. Universal Spark plug socket Magnetic (ball type)
8073...BM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

118g
154g

10
10

95
95

807316BM
807320.6BM

3/8" DR. Universal spark plug socket (joint type)
8073...U

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

114g
150g

10
10

95
95

807316U
807320.6U

1/2" DR. Universal spark plug socket (joint type)
8074...U

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

102g
164g

10
10

100
100

807416U
807420.6U

3/8" DR. Universal spark plug socket Magnetic (joint type) 
8073...UM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

114g
150g

10
10

95
95

807316UM
807320.6UM

1/2" DR. Universal spark plug socket Magnetic (joint type)
8074...UM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm

102g
164g

10
10

100
100

807416UM
807420.6UM

3/8" DR. Universal Spark T wrench(ball type)
8073...B

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

354g
392g
552g
590g

40
40
40
40

300
300
500
500

807330016B
807330020.6B
807350016B
807350020.6B

3/8" DR. Universal Spark T wrench Magnetic (ball type) 
8073...BM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

354g
392g
554g
592g

40
40
40
40

300
300
500
500

807330016BM
807330020.6BM
807350016BM
807350020.6M

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

354
392
552
590
850
888

40
40
40
40
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807330016U
807330020.6U
807350016U
807350020.6U
807380016U
807380020.6U

1/2" DR. Universal Spark T wrench (joint type)
8074...U

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

646
684
936
974
1150
1188

30
30
30
30
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807430016U
807430020.6U
807450016U
807450020.6U
807480016U
807480020.6U
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1-061-05 

3/8" DR. Universal spark T wrench Magnetic (joint type)
8073...UM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

356g
394g
554g
592g
852g
890g

40
40
40
40
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807330016UM
807330020.6UM
807350016UM
807350020.6UM
807380016UM
807380020.6UM 

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

356g
394g
554g
592g
852g
890g

30
30
30
30
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807430016UM
807430020.6UM
807450016UM
807450020.6UM
807480016UM
807480020.6UM

mm pc/boxSocket

14mm
16mm

20.6mm

316g
344g
440g

10
10
10

250
250
250

807325014M
807325016M
807325020.6M

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
18mm

20.6mm

86g
146g
148g

10
10
10

70
70
70

807416M
807418M
807420.6M

1/2" DR. Universal spark T wrench Magnetic (joint type)
8074...UM

1/2" DR. Magnetic Spark plug socket
8074...M

3/8" DR. Magnetic Long Spark plug socket
8073250...M

˙807325014M for Citroën C5 HPI, Peugeot 406 HPI, Renault 
    Clio 1,2 16V; Twingo 1,2 16V.

˙E20 For HGV Cylinder-head bolts.

Spark plug terminal pliers
9G0101

˙Safely remove spark plug cables and prevent cable damage.
˙Plier’s handles and jaws are coated with a heavy-duty plastic 
    for a sure grip.

Spark plug electric wire remover

60/16.4/18.0/1.6’  273g

˙The tool is designed to separate the electric wire from spark plug.
˙Applicable：VW VR6, PASSAT, BENZ V-CLASS

9G0205 

Spark plug socket remover

36/7.5/9/1.5’  208g

˙The tool is designed to separate the electric wire from spark plug.
9G0206

BMW (M52, M54, M56) Timing tool kit
905G1

5/10.9/11.9/1.35’  2.18kg

˙BENZ double vanes setup bracket. 
˙Application: BMW M52, M54, and M56.
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1-061-05 

3/8" DR. Universal spark T wrench Magnetic (joint type)
8073...UM

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

356g
394g
554g
592g
852g
890g

40
40
40
40
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807330016UM
807330020.6UM
807350016UM
807350020.6UM
807380016UM
807380020.6UM 

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm
16mm

20.6mm

356g
394g
554g
592g
852g
890g

30
30
30
30
15
15

300
300
500
500
800
800

807430016UM
807430020.6UM
807450016UM
807450020.6UM
807480016UM
807480020.6UM

mm pc/boxSocket

14mm
16mm

20.6mm

316g
344g
440g

10
10
10

250
250
250

807325014M
807325016M
807325020.6M

mm pc/boxSocket

16mm
18mm

20.6mm

86g
146g
148g

10
10
10

70
70
70

807416M
807418M
807420.6M

1/2" DR. Universal spark T wrench Magnetic (joint type)
8074...UM

1/2" DR. Magnetic Spark plug socket
8074...M

3/8" DR. Magnetic Long Spark plug socket
8073250...M

˙807325014M for Citroën C5 HPI, Peugeot 406 HPI, Renault 
    Clio 1,2 16V; Twingo 1,2 16V.

˙E20 For HGV Cylinder-head bolts.

Spark plug terminal pliers
9G0101

˙Safely remove spark plug cables and prevent cable damage.
˙Plier’s handles and jaws are coated with a heavy-duty plastic 
    for a sure grip.

Spark plug electric wire remover

60/16.4/18.0/1.6’  273g

˙The tool is designed to separate the electric wire from spark plug.
˙Applicable：VW VR6, PASSAT, BENZ V-CLASS

9G0205 

Spark plug socket remover

36/7.5/9/1.5’  208g

˙The tool is designed to separate the electric wire from spark plug.
9G0206

BMW (M52, M54, M56) Timing tool kit
905G1

5/10.9/11.9/1.35’  2.18kg

˙BENZ double vanes setup bracket. 
˙Application: BMW M52, M54, and M56.
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1-081-07 

5pc Timing locking tool kit

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of timed 
    position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙For V6 engine 

905G3

8pc Timing locking tool kit

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of timed 
    position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙Application for: 
    Vauxhall, Opel, SAAB, Rover, Volkswagen, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, 
    Peugeot and Isuzu etc…

908G4

13pc Diesel and petrol engine timing kit
913G3

Engine timing tool set - VW, Audi, Seat and Skoda 
928G1

Engine timing tool set - Renault  
917G1

Engine timing tool set - Peugeot, Citroen
935G1

˙For use on Audi, Citroen, Peugeot, Volkswagen and Volvo 
    diesel and petrol engined cars and light commercial vehicles.
˙After use, remove all setting pins & locking plates. Turn the
    engine over twice by hand to complete a full cycle. Regain 
    T.D.C. (top dead center) & insert setting tools to re-check the 
    alignment is correct. Remove setting tools and check there is 
    no obstruction by turning the engine over twice by hand again 
    to complete a full cycle.

E
N

G
IN

E

˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing   
    when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : VW, Audi, Seat and Skoda 

˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing 
    when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : Peugeot, Citroen

Engine timing tool set - Ford, Mazda 
922G2

˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing 
    when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : Ford, Mazda 

˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing 
   when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : Renault 



1-081-07 

5pc Timing locking tool kit

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of timed 
    position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙For V6 engine 

905G3

8pc Timing locking tool kit

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of timed 
    position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙Application for: 
    Vauxhall, Opel, SAAB, Rover, Volkswagen, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, 
    Peugeot and Isuzu etc…

908G4

13pc Diesel and petrol engine timing kit
913G3

Engine timing tool set - VW, Audi, Seat and Skoda 
928G1

Engine timing tool set - Renault  
917G1

Engine timing tool set - Peugeot, Citroen
935G1

˙For use on Audi, Citroen, Peugeot, Volkswagen and Volvo 
    diesel and petrol engined cars and light commercial vehicles.
˙After use, remove all setting pins & locking plates. Turn the
    engine over twice by hand to complete a full cycle. Regain 
    T.D.C. (top dead center) & insert setting tools to re-check the 
    alignment is correct. Remove setting tools and check there is 
    no obstruction by turning the engine over twice by hand again 
    to complete a full cycle.
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˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing   
    when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : VW, Audi, Seat and Skoda 

˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing 
    when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : Peugeot, Citroen

Engine timing tool set - Ford, Mazda 
922G2

˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing 
    when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : Ford, Mazda 

˙This comprehensive timing tool set can correct engine timing 
   when replacing the timing belt. 
˙Applicable : Renault 



1-101-09 

14pc Timing locking tool kit
914G2

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of 
    timed position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙Application for: 
    Vauxhall, Opel, SAAB, Rover, Volkswagen, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, 
    Peugeot and Isuzu etc…

16pc Timing tool kit

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of 
    timed position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙Application for: 
    Vauxhall, Opel, SAAB, Rover, Volkswagen, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, 
    Peugeot and Isuzu etc…

916G1

19pc Petrol engine twin cam locking / 
setting tool and flywheel holding tool kit

Contents:
    10-Camshaft locking tool
    4-Locking pins 
    1-Setting and locking plate
    1-Balancer pin
    2-TDC location pin and flywheel holding tool

Suitable for a range of vehicles including:
Ford, Honda, Land Rover, Rover, VW, Renault, Citroen, Peugeot, 
Fiat and Vauxhall / Opel.

919G1

Flywheel holding tool
9G0605

For use on CITROEN, FIAT LDV & PEUGEOT.

Camshaft locking tool
9G1201

ECOTEC suitable for 16V 1.8/2.0 liter engines.

Camshaft locking tool
9G1202

ECOTEC suitable for 16V 1.4/1.6L engines

Camshaft locking tool
9G1203

˙For use on SAAB & VAUXHALL OPEL
˙VAUXHALL CAVALIER 2.5I, CALIBRA 2.5I
˙VECTRA 2.50, MEGA 2.5/3LIT, SINTRA 3LIT
˙SAAB 900 2.5, 9000 3.0 V6

Camshaft locking tool 
9G1204

˙For use on SAAB & OPEL
˙VAUXHALL CAVALIER 2.5I, CALIBRA 2.5I
˙VECTRA 2.5/3, OLIT, SINTRA 3LIT
˙SAAB 900 2.5, 9000 3.0 V6

Camshaft locking tool 
9G1205

˙For rover K16 DOHC engines. Locks camshaft during servicing etc. 
˙Before use refer to the vehicle manufacturers workshop manual.
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1-101-09 

14pc Timing locking tool kit
914G2

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of 
    timed position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙Application for: 
    Vauxhall, Opel, SAAB, Rover, Volkswagen, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, 
    Peugeot and Isuzu etc…

16pc Timing tool kit

˙The kit supplied with adequate tools to lock the camshafts on twin 
    cam (multi-valve) engines in order to stop them rotating out of 
    timed position when the timing belt is replaced and removed.
˙Application for: 
    Vauxhall, Opel, SAAB, Rover, Volkswagen, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, 
    Peugeot and Isuzu etc…

916G1

19pc Petrol engine twin cam locking / 
setting tool and flywheel holding tool kit

Contents:
    10-Camshaft locking tool
    4-Locking pins 
    1-Setting and locking plate
    1-Balancer pin
    2-TDC location pin and flywheel holding tool

Suitable for a range of vehicles including:
Ford, Honda, Land Rover, Rover, VW, Renault, Citroen, Peugeot, 
Fiat and Vauxhall / Opel.

919G1

Flywheel holding tool
9G0605

For use on CITROEN, FIAT LDV & PEUGEOT.

Camshaft locking tool
9G1201

ECOTEC suitable for 16V 1.8/2.0 liter engines.

Camshaft locking tool
9G1202

ECOTEC suitable for 16V 1.4/1.6L engines

Camshaft locking tool
9G1203

˙For use on SAAB & VAUXHALL OPEL
˙VAUXHALL CAVALIER 2.5I, CALIBRA 2.5I
˙VECTRA 2.50, MEGA 2.5/3LIT, SINTRA 3LIT
˙SAAB 900 2.5, 9000 3.0 V6

Camshaft locking tool 
9G1204

˙For use on SAAB & OPEL
˙VAUXHALL CAVALIER 2.5I, CALIBRA 2.5I
˙VECTRA 2.5/3, OLIT, SINTRA 3LIT
˙SAAB 900 2.5, 9000 3.0 V6

Camshaft locking tool 
9G1205

˙For rover K16 DOHC engines. Locks camshaft during servicing etc. 
˙Before use refer to the vehicle manufacturers workshop manual.
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1-121-11

Universal twin/4 cam lock (gas and diesel engines)
9G2401

˙It’s designed to lock twin camshafts to timing marks during timing
    belt replacement. Fit onto sprockets and extend to lock in to 
    sprocket teeth adjustable arms.
˙To fit various diameters and tooth pitch. Also suitable for locking 
    between cam and diesel inj. pump sprockets.
˙One man operation.

72/18.0/19.0/1.7’ 250g

Universal camshaft alignment tool
902G1

˙By using sockets to lock onto camshaft central screw.
˙Adjustable to fit most kinds of vehicle.
˙Special design to align camshaft and for remove or install the 
    guide rail pin.

Camshaft locking tool
9G1206

˙For locking the camshaft pulleys when changing the toothed belt.
˙Engine repairs on 4-valve, 4-cylinder injection engines VW LUPO
    since 1999, POLO since 1995, CADDY since 1996, POLO 
    CLASSIC, VARIANT since 1996, NEW BEETLE 1.4L since 1999 
    GOLF 1.4L, 1.6L since 1998, BORA 1.4L, 1.6L since 1999.

Renault timing kit (DCI engines)
903G5

˙LAGUNA, KANGOO AND CLIO-DIESEL 
˙Crankshaft timing PIN-MOT 1489 1.5 DCI
˙Camshaft timing PIN-MOT 1430 1.5 DCI
˙Crankshaft timing PIN-MOT 1054 1.9 DCI

Timing chain adjuster (for Ford engines)
9G1701

Used to remove tensioner and reset chain tension on Ford falcon 6
cylinder engines models.

72/20.0/21.0/1.9’ 280g

BMW Camshaft alignment tool kit
908G3

˙BMW engine models M42 & M50: Includes 2 block swivel lock plate
    & locking pin for setting camshaft timing.
˙Engine models M40 & M70: Include plate & locking pin for setting
    camshaft timing.
˙BMW engine models M60 & M62: Includes 2 block swivel lock plate 
    & locking pin for setting camshaft timing.

Camshaft setting bar & TDC timing pins (Ford / Mazda)
9G1211

˙Camshaft setting and locking plate.
˙Updated set now covers ZETEC engines found in FOCUS, MONDEO
    and COUGAR from 98 on. Also covers FORD 1.6, 1.8 and twin cam 
    16V petrol engines.
˙Crankshaft TDC location for FORD 1.25 and 1.4 engines plus the 
    puma 1.7 engine.
˙TDC pin also suitable for MAZDA 121 1.25LTR petrol engines. 
˙Supplied with warning tags.

BMW Camshaft alignment tool
9G1212

˙Includes: plate & locking pin, for setting camshaft timing.
˙Applicable: BMW engine models M40 & M70.

2/14.7/16.0/1.25’ 7.35kg
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1-121-11

Universal twin/4 cam lock (gas and diesel engines)
9G2401

˙It’s designed to lock twin camshafts to timing marks during timing
    belt replacement. Fit onto sprockets and extend to lock in to 
    sprocket teeth adjustable arms.
˙To fit various diameters and tooth pitch. Also suitable for locking 
    between cam and diesel inj. pump sprockets.
˙One man operation.

72/18.0/19.0/1.7’ 250g

Universal camshaft alignment tool
902G1

˙By using sockets to lock onto camshaft central screw.
˙Adjustable to fit most kinds of vehicle.
˙Special design to align camshaft and for remove or install the 
    guide rail pin.

Camshaft locking tool
9G1206

˙For locking the camshaft pulleys when changing the toothed belt.
˙Engine repairs on 4-valve, 4-cylinder injection engines VW LUPO
    since 1999, POLO since 1995, CADDY since 1996, POLO 
    CLASSIC, VARIANT since 1996, NEW BEETLE 1.4L since 1999 
    GOLF 1.4L, 1.6L since 1998, BORA 1.4L, 1.6L since 1999.

Renault timing kit (DCI engines)
903G5

˙LAGUNA, KANGOO AND CLIO-DIESEL 
˙Crankshaft timing PIN-MOT 1489 1.5 DCI
˙Camshaft timing PIN-MOT 1430 1.5 DCI
˙Crankshaft timing PIN-MOT 1054 1.9 DCI

Timing chain adjuster (for Ford engines)
9G1701

Used to remove tensioner and reset chain tension on Ford falcon 6
cylinder engines models.

72/20.0/21.0/1.9’ 280g

BMW Camshaft alignment tool kit
908G3

˙BMW engine models M42 & M50: Includes 2 block swivel lock plate
    & locking pin for setting camshaft timing.
˙Engine models M40 & M70: Include plate & locking pin for setting
    camshaft timing.
˙BMW engine models M60 & M62: Includes 2 block swivel lock plate 
    & locking pin for setting camshaft timing.

Camshaft setting bar & TDC timing pins (Ford / Mazda)
9G1211

˙Camshaft setting and locking plate.
˙Updated set now covers ZETEC engines found in FOCUS, MONDEO
    and COUGAR from 98 on. Also covers FORD 1.6, 1.8 and twin cam 
    16V petrol engines.
˙Crankshaft TDC location for FORD 1.25 and 1.4 engines plus the 
    puma 1.7 engine.
˙TDC pin also suitable for MAZDA 121 1.25LTR petrol engines. 
˙Supplied with warning tags.

BMW Camshaft alignment tool
9G1212

˙Includes: plate & locking pin, for setting camshaft timing.
˙Applicable: BMW engine models M40 & M70.

2/14.7/16.0/1.25’ 7.35kg
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BMW (M42, M50) Camshaft alignment tool
9G1213

˙Includes:2 blocks swivel lock plate & locking pin for setting 
    camshaft timing.
˙Application：BMW engine model M42 & M50

4/9.8/11.0/1.2’ 2.45Kg

BENZ Camshaft alignment tool
907G4

˙Holds the camshaft in 40 degree TDC position (left/right side). 
    For use on:
    C-CLASS (202) 2.4/2.6/2.8/3.2/4.3   -1998-00
    CLK (208) 3.2/4.3/5.4                      -1997-03
    E-CLASS (210) 2.4/3.2/4.3/5.5         -1997-03
    S-CLASS (220) 2.8/3.2/4.3/5.0         -1998-03
    SL-CLASS (129) 2.8/3.2/5.0             -1998-02
    SLK (170) 3.2                                  -2000-03
    M-CLASS (163) 3.2/4.3/5.4              -1998-03
    G-WAGEN (463) 3.2                        -1993-01

Valve camshaft setting tool 
(GM / OPEL / VAUXHALL up to 1987)

904G2
For camshaft alignment without adjusting top dead center position 
on 1.6 & 1.7 cc OHC diesel engines

4/16.8/18.0/1.2’

BMW (M60, M62) Camshaft alignment tool
9G1214

˙Includes：2 blocks swivel lock plate & locking pin for setting 
    camshaft timing.
˙Application：BMW engine model M60 & M62

Camshaft drive belt pulley puller
905G4

Special puller designed for pulling camshaft pulley wheels on 4 &
6 cylinder, V6 & V8 engines on VW and AUDI petrol engines.

9G0606
 Can be used for universal.
˙Essential tool called for on many timing belt/engine timing application.
˙Used to counter-hold camshaft or injection pump sprockets to allow 
    release of retaining bolt.

Crankshaft locking tool (For VOLKSWAGEN)
9G1301

Camshaft & injection pump sprocket holding turning tool

For use on VOLKSWAGEN BORA, GOLF, LUPO & POLO TDi’s. 

Locking tool set
902G2

˙For use on AUDI, VOLKSWAGEN, SEAT, SKODA with TDI PD and
    V6 engines.
Contents:
Injection pump locking pin tensioner locking tool crankshaft locking tool.

24/19.0/20.0/3.7’ 790g
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BMW (M42, M50) Camshaft alignment tool
9G1213

˙Includes:2 blocks swivel lock plate & locking pin for setting 
    camshaft timing.
˙Application：BMW engine model M42 & M50

4/9.8/11.0/1.2’ 2.45Kg

BENZ Camshaft alignment tool
907G4

˙Holds the camshaft in 40 degree TDC position (left/right side). 
    For use on:
    C-CLASS (202) 2.4/2.6/2.8/3.2/4.3   -1998-00
    CLK (208) 3.2/4.3/5.4                      -1997-03
    E-CLASS (210) 2.4/3.2/4.3/5.5         -1997-03
    S-CLASS (220) 2.8/3.2/4.3/5.0         -1998-03
    SL-CLASS (129) 2.8/3.2/5.0             -1998-02
    SLK (170) 3.2                                  -2000-03
    M-CLASS (163) 3.2/4.3/5.4              -1998-03
    G-WAGEN (463) 3.2                        -1993-01

Valve camshaft setting tool 
(GM / OPEL / VAUXHALL up to 1987)

904G2
For camshaft alignment without adjusting top dead center position 
on 1.6 & 1.7 cc OHC diesel engines

4/16.8/18.0/1.2’

BMW (M60, M62) Camshaft alignment tool
9G1214

˙Includes：2 blocks swivel lock plate & locking pin for setting 
    camshaft timing.
˙Application：BMW engine model M60 & M62

Camshaft drive belt pulley puller
905G4

Special puller designed for pulling camshaft pulley wheels on 4 &
6 cylinder, V6 & V8 engines on VW and AUDI petrol engines.

9G0606
 Can be used for universal.
˙Essential tool called for on many timing belt/engine timing application.
˙Used to counter-hold camshaft or injection pump sprockets to allow 
    release of retaining bolt.

Crankshaft locking tool (For VOLKSWAGEN)
9G1301

Camshaft & injection pump sprocket holding turning tool

For use on VOLKSWAGEN BORA, GOLF, LUPO & POLO TDi’s. 

Locking tool set
902G2

˙For use on AUDI, VOLKSWAGEN, SEAT, SKODA with TDI PD and
    V6 engines.
Contents:
Injection pump locking pin tensioner locking tool crankshaft locking tool.

24/19.0/20.0/3.7’ 790g
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Universal oxygen sensor socket
9G1401

˙Works on most vehicle oxygen sensors.
˙A slot provided in the side of the socket allows wire clearance.
˙Outside rib provides added strength.
˙1/2” SQ. DR., 1” Male Hex DR
˙7/8” 6PT. Hex socket

10/32.4/33.4/2’ 3240g

20/14.8/15.8/1.2’ 740g

20/15.2/16.2/1.2’ 760g

7pc Sensor & sending unit socket set
907G2

˙1” & 1-1/16” Oil pressure sending unit socket
    Allows the removal of oil pressure sending units. Special deep 
    design fits switches up to 2-5/8”. Designed to be used with a 3/8” 
    drive tool or 1-1/8” wrench.
˙1-3/16” Oil pressure sending unit socket
    Allows the removal of oil pressure sending units on late 1980 and
    mid 1990 GM vehicles. Designed to be used with 1/2” drive tool.
˙1-1/16” GM Thermal sensor switch socket
    Allows the removal and installation of thermal sensor switch on 
    1973 – 1977 GM vehicles. Designed to be used with 1/2” drive tool.
˙7/8” Heated oxygen sensor socket
    Designed with a slot in the socket which accommodates the 
    connectors on heat oxygen sensors. Socket has a double 1/2” 
    drive for easy access.
˙7/8” Low profile offset oxygen sensor socket
    Low profile design for use in tight spaces. Designed to be used 
    with 3/8” drive tool.
˙7/8” Oxygen sensor socket
    Designed to remove and install oxygen sensors in most domestic
    and many imported vehicles. Socket designed with a slot which 
    allows clearance of wire. Designed to be used with a 3/8” drive 
    tool or 1” wrench.
˙7/8” Universal vacuum PVS, TVS Valve and oxygen sensor socket
    Designed to remove and install vacuum switches with a 7/8” hex
    and some oxygen sensors. Designed to be used with 3/8” drive
    tool or with a 1” wrench.

4pc Diesel injector socket set
904G3

For use on: ALFA ROMEO, CHRYSLER, BMW, FORD, VW, 
MERCEDES, AUDI, OPEL, VAUXHALL, SEAT, VOLVO, ROVER
also on VOLVO, MAN2.5TD & SCANIA HGVS.

Flex-drive compression tester
903G6

˙Easy-Reading 2-1/2” Diameter gauge with color-coded quadruple 
    calibratins, 0~300PSI, 21kg/c㎡ & 2100KPA.
˙A long heavy-duty flexible hose with a 14mm/18mm adaptor.
˙Convenient Pressure-holding, side release valve. 
˙Preparation for compression test:
    1.Start and run engine up to normal operating temperature.
    2.Make sure the battery is fully charged.
    3.Remove dust from spark plug wells. Remove all spark plugs.
    4.Ground Hi-Tension terminal of the ignition coil to avoid spark 
        during test.

LengthDiameter Description

injector socket (6 pt )  
injector socket (12 pt )  
injector socket (12 pt )  
injector socket (12pt )  

110mm
75mm
78mm
78mm

22mm
22mm
27mm
28mm

903G7
˙Easy-reading 2-1/2” diameter rubber covered gauge with color-
    coded quadruple calibrations, 0-300 PSI, 21 kg/c㎡, 2100kpa.
˙13” durable rubber hose with 14mm / 18mm adapter.
˙6” heavy-duty stem with universal rubber cone adapter fits all plug 
    holes.
˙Convenient Pressure-holding, side release valve. 

Unique compression tester
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Universal oxygen sensor socket
9G1401

˙Works on most vehicle oxygen sensors.
˙A slot provided in the side of the socket allows wire clearance.
˙Outside rib provides added strength.
˙1/2” SQ. DR., 1” Male Hex DR
˙7/8” 6PT. Hex socket

10/32.4/33.4/2’ 3240g

20/14.8/15.8/1.2’ 740g

20/15.2/16.2/1.2’ 760g

7pc Sensor & sending unit socket set
907G2

˙1” & 1-1/16” Oil pressure sending unit socket
    Allows the removal of oil pressure sending units. Special deep 
    design fits switches up to 2-5/8”. Designed to be used with a 3/8” 
    drive tool or 1-1/8” wrench.
˙1-3/16” Oil pressure sending unit socket
    Allows the removal of oil pressure sending units on late 1980 and
    mid 1990 GM vehicles. Designed to be used with 1/2” drive tool.
˙1-1/16” GM Thermal sensor switch socket
    Allows the removal and installation of thermal sensor switch on 
    1973 – 1977 GM vehicles. Designed to be used with 1/2” drive tool.
˙7/8” Heated oxygen sensor socket
    Designed with a slot in the socket which accommodates the 
    connectors on heat oxygen sensors. Socket has a double 1/2” 
    drive for easy access.
˙7/8” Low profile offset oxygen sensor socket
    Low profile design for use in tight spaces. Designed to be used 
    with 3/8” drive tool.
˙7/8” Oxygen sensor socket
    Designed to remove and install oxygen sensors in most domestic
    and many imported vehicles. Socket designed with a slot which 
    allows clearance of wire. Designed to be used with a 3/8” drive 
    tool or 1” wrench.
˙7/8” Universal vacuum PVS, TVS Valve and oxygen sensor socket
    Designed to remove and install vacuum switches with a 7/8” hex
    and some oxygen sensors. Designed to be used with 3/8” drive
    tool or with a 1” wrench.

4pc Diesel injector socket set
904G3

For use on: ALFA ROMEO, CHRYSLER, BMW, FORD, VW, 
MERCEDES, AUDI, OPEL, VAUXHALL, SEAT, VOLVO, ROVER
also on VOLVO, MAN2.5TD & SCANIA HGVS.

Flex-drive compression tester
903G6

˙Easy-Reading 2-1/2” Diameter gauge with color-coded quadruple 
    calibratins, 0~300PSI, 21kg/c㎡ & 2100KPA.
˙A long heavy-duty flexible hose with a 14mm/18mm adaptor.
˙Convenient Pressure-holding, side release valve. 
˙Preparation for compression test:
    1.Start and run engine up to normal operating temperature.
    2.Make sure the battery is fully charged.
    3.Remove dust from spark plug wells. Remove all spark plugs.
    4.Ground Hi-Tension terminal of the ignition coil to avoid spark 
        during test.

LengthDiameter Description

injector socket (6 pt )  
injector socket (12 pt )  
injector socket (12 pt )  
injector socket (12pt )  

110mm
75mm
78mm
78mm

22mm
22mm
27mm
28mm

903G7
˙Easy-reading 2-1/2” diameter rubber covered gauge with color-
    coded quadruple calibrations, 0-300 PSI, 21 kg/c㎡, 2100kpa.
˙13” durable rubber hose with 14mm / 18mm adapter.
˙6” heavy-duty stem with universal rubber cone adapter fits all plug 
    holes.
˙Convenient Pressure-holding, side release valve. 

Unique compression tester
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20/19.0/20.0/2.7’ 950g

905G5
˙Compression gauge with protective rubber 2-1/2”
˙GAUGE: 0~300PSI  0~21kg/c㎡
˙Extension aluminum tube 
˙Angled extension aluminum tube
˙NBR hose fit NO: M14&M18
˙Extension thread head inner: M14
                                      outer: M14
˙H / D release valve.     

Heavy duty compression tester set

Gas cylinder compression tester set
908G1

   Contents:
      Air gauge with quick coupling & release valve.
      High-tension connecting pipe with safety lock coupling.
      Crank shaft type test pipe with rubber plug.
      Transverse axis test pipe with rubber plug.
      M10*1.0 Adapter
      M12*1.25 Adapter
      M14*1.25 Adapter
      M18*1.5 Adapter

Petrol engine compression tester set
909G1

˙Comprehensive kit based on petrol compression tester for vehicles 
    with M10, M12, M14 and M18 spark plug threads. Complete with
    extensions, thread chasers and service kit.
˙Easy to use.
˙Checks condition of valves, piston rings, gaskets & cylinder heads.
˙Used on cars, vans & motorcycles.
˙Pressure relief valve enables repeated testing of a cylinder without 
    removing the gauge.
Contents:
    Compression tester-general purpose M14 & M18 plug ports
    M14 & M18 thread chaser
    M10 & M12 thread chaser
    M10 Extension
    M12 Extension
    M14 Extension
    M14 Extension
    M18 Extension
    Service kit

10/11.8/12.8/1.26’ 1184g

Oil pressure tester set
912G1

˙Helps to diagnose worn oil pumps and engines, faulty oil pressure
    switches and warning indicators..
˙Easy to use.
˙Accurately tests oil pump pressure, switch & warning indicators.
˙Large clear dual scaled gauge.
˙Quick coupling adapters, with shut-off valve, for speed & security.
˙Permanently oil primed, long, flexible hose.
Contents:

Overall length Gauge Diameter
80mm1300mm 0-10bar

Gauge Assembly:
Scale

Adapters: Thread
R/18 Din 2999
1/8 x 27 Npt 
1/4 x 18 Npt 
3/8 x 20 Unf 
1/2 x 20 Unf 
M10 x 10     
M12 x 1.5    
M14 x 1.5    
M16 x 1.5    
M18 x 1.5    
90° Elbow   

Diesel engine compression tester set (cars)
913G1

˙Comprehensive test kit for both direct and indirect diesel injected cars.
˙Simple & easy to use.
˙For use on both direct or indirect injection engines.
˙Checks engine compression under cranking conditions.
˙Small profile, quick coupling adapters for speed & security.
˙Built-in pressure relief valve enables repeat tests without dismantling.
˙Flexible hose (355mm) gives access to restricted plug & injector ports.
˙Dual scale 80mm Dia gauge 0-1000 LB/IN & 0-70 bar.
Contents:

Description ScaleOverall Length Gauge Diameter
Gauge assembly  
                
Glowplug adapter
Glowplug adapter
Glowplug adapter
Dummy injector  
Dummy injector  
Stanadyne dummy 
Glowplug adapter
Glowplug adapter
Dummy injector

Replacement seal and washer set
90° Elbow

Clamp plate  

Thread Outside Dia.
560
      
73.5
54
72
114
64
112

114.5
119
78
560

length
63.5

83

Thread
M10x1.25
M12x1.25
M14x1.25

N/A
M24x2.0

N/A
M10x1.25
M10x1.0

83

width
25

0-70bar

21

19

0-70bar

Hole Diameter
17
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20/19.0/20.0/2.7’ 950g

905G5
˙Compression gauge with protective rubber 2-1/2”
˙GAUGE: 0~300PSI  0~21kg/c㎡
˙Extension aluminum tube 
˙Angled extension aluminum tube
˙NBR hose fit NO: M14&M18
˙Extension thread head inner: M14
                                      outer: M14
˙H / D release valve.     

Heavy duty compression tester set

Gas cylinder compression tester set
908G1

   Contents:
      Air gauge with quick coupling & release valve.
      High-tension connecting pipe with safety lock coupling.
      Crank shaft type test pipe with rubber plug.
      Transverse axis test pipe with rubber plug.
      M10*1.0 Adapter
      M12*1.25 Adapter
      M14*1.25 Adapter
      M18*1.5 Adapter

Petrol engine compression tester set
909G1

˙Comprehensive kit based on petrol compression tester for vehicles 
    with M10, M12, M14 and M18 spark plug threads. Complete with
    extensions, thread chasers and service kit.
˙Easy to use.
˙Checks condition of valves, piston rings, gaskets & cylinder heads.
˙Used on cars, vans & motorcycles.
˙Pressure relief valve enables repeated testing of a cylinder without 
    removing the gauge.
Contents:
    Compression tester-general purpose M14 & M18 plug ports
    M14 & M18 thread chaser
    M10 & M12 thread chaser
    M10 Extension
    M12 Extension
    M14 Extension
    M14 Extension
    M18 Extension
    Service kit

10/11.8/12.8/1.26’ 1184g

Oil pressure tester set
912G1

˙Helps to diagnose worn oil pumps and engines, faulty oil pressure
    switches and warning indicators..
˙Easy to use.
˙Accurately tests oil pump pressure, switch & warning indicators.
˙Large clear dual scaled gauge.
˙Quick coupling adapters, with shut-off valve, for speed & security.
˙Permanently oil primed, long, flexible hose.
Contents:

Overall length Gauge Diameter
80mm1300mm 0-10bar

Gauge Assembly:
Scale

Adapters: Thread
R/18 Din 2999
1/8 x 27 Npt 
1/4 x 18 Npt 
3/8 x 20 Unf 
1/2 x 20 Unf 
M10 x 10     
M12 x 1.5    
M14 x 1.5    
M16 x 1.5    
M18 x 1.5    
90° Elbow   

Diesel engine compression tester set (cars)
913G1

˙Comprehensive test kit for both direct and indirect diesel injected cars.
˙Simple & easy to use.
˙For use on both direct or indirect injection engines.
˙Checks engine compression under cranking conditions.
˙Small profile, quick coupling adapters for speed & security.
˙Built-in pressure relief valve enables repeat tests without dismantling.
˙Flexible hose (355mm) gives access to restricted plug & injector ports.
˙Dual scale 80mm Dia gauge 0-1000 LB/IN & 0-70 bar.
Contents:

Description ScaleOverall Length Gauge Diameter
Gauge assembly  
                
Glowplug adapter
Glowplug adapter
Glowplug adapter
Dummy injector  
Dummy injector  
Stanadyne dummy 
Glowplug adapter
Glowplug adapter
Dummy injector

Replacement seal and washer set
90° Elbow

Clamp plate  

Thread Outside Dia.
560
      
73.5
54
72
114
64
112

114.5
119
78
560

length
63.5

83

Thread
M10x1.25
M12x1.25
M14x1.25

N/A
M24x2.0

N/A
M10x1.25
M10x1.0

83

width
25

0-70bar

21

19

0-70bar

Hole Diameter
17
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Diesel engine compression tester set (C.V.S)
913G2

˙Comprehensive kit for checking compression on both direct and 
    indirectdiesel-injected commercial, marine and industrial engines.
˙For commercial, marine & industrial engines.
˙Checks engine compression when cranking.
˙For use on direct or indirect fuel injection engines.
˙Built-in pressure release enables complete tests without dismantling.
˙Small-profile, quick-release coupling system.
˙Dual scale 80mm dia. gauge 0-1000 LB/IN & 0-70 bar.
˙Flexible hose (355mm) to give access in restricted spaces.
Contents：
        1pc Gauge assembly：overall length : 560mm；gauge diameter : 
                                          100mm；scale : 0-70 bar
        1pc Center pillar：     int. thread : 185mm
                                          thread : 5/16 x 24 UNF
                                          ext. thread : 1/2 x 20 UNF
        5pc Spacer
        3pc End adapter：      ext. diameter x length
                                          20.5mm x 30mm
                                          23.6mm x 32mm
                                          23.6mm x 41mm
        1pc Replacement seal and washer set
        2pc Clamp plate：      length x width x hole diameter
                                          63.5mm x 25mm x 17mm
                                          76.2mm x 15mm x 17mm
        1pc 90° Elbow

Diesel engine compression tester set
914G3

˙Comprehensive test kit for both direct and indirect diesel inject cars.
˙Simple & Easy to use.
˙For use on both direct or indirect injection engines.
˙Checks engine compression under cranking conditions.
˙Small profile, quick coupling adapters for speed & security.
˙Built-in pressure relief valve enables repeat tests without dismantling.
˙Flexible hose (355MM) gives access to restricted plug & injector ports.

Gasoline engine injecting pressure tester set
946G1

˙This tester is an assembly of fuel injection pressure test.
˙The related adaptors are suitable for cars of American, Japanese
    and European systems.

4/19.9/21.4/3.7’ 4975g

6/14.5/15.5/2.6’ 2.4kg

24/19.0/20.0/2.1’ 790g

Carburetor synchronize tool set
919G2

˙For testing fuel pump carburetor and transmission check auto with 
    2~4pc carburetors.
Contents：
    4 pc 3-1/2” Synchronizer gauges with fixed plate
    4pc Rubber hose 8 X 5 X 750mm
    4pc Extension tube 3.9 X 52mm
    4pc Extension tube 3.9 X 122mm
    8pc Cone type connector 8 X 40mm
    4pc Adapters 10 X 53mm (M6 X 0.75)
    4pc Adapters 10 X 60mm (M6 X 1.0)

Professional vacuum & fuel tester set
904G4

˙Large 3-1/2" diameter gauge with color-coded easy-reading scales. 
˙Extra long heavy-duty rubber hose and 14mm/18mm.
˙Checks for worn or defective parts in fuel pumps, vacuum system.
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Diesel engine compression tester set (C.V.S)
913G2

˙Comprehensive kit for checking compression on both direct and 
    indirectdiesel-injected commercial, marine and industrial engines.
˙For commercial, marine & industrial engines.
˙Checks engine compression when cranking.
˙For use on direct or indirect fuel injection engines.
˙Built-in pressure release enables complete tests without dismantling.
˙Small-profile, quick-release coupling system.
˙Dual scale 80mm dia. gauge 0-1000 LB/IN & 0-70 bar.
˙Flexible hose (355mm) to give access in restricted spaces.
Contents：
        1pc Gauge assembly：overall length : 560mm；gauge diameter : 
                                          100mm；scale : 0-70 bar
        1pc Center pillar：     int. thread : 185mm
                                          thread : 5/16 x 24 UNF
                                          ext. thread : 1/2 x 20 UNF
        5pc Spacer
        3pc End adapter：      ext. diameter x length
                                          20.5mm x 30mm
                                          23.6mm x 32mm
                                          23.6mm x 41mm
        1pc Replacement seal and washer set
        2pc Clamp plate：      length x width x hole diameter
                                          63.5mm x 25mm x 17mm
                                          76.2mm x 15mm x 17mm
        1pc 90° Elbow

Diesel engine compression tester set
914G3

˙Comprehensive test kit for both direct and indirect diesel inject cars.
˙Simple & Easy to use.
˙For use on both direct or indirect injection engines.
˙Checks engine compression under cranking conditions.
˙Small profile, quick coupling adapters for speed & security.
˙Built-in pressure relief valve enables repeat tests without dismantling.
˙Flexible hose (355MM) gives access to restricted plug & injector ports.

Gasoline engine injecting pressure tester set
946G1

˙This tester is an assembly of fuel injection pressure test.
˙The related adaptors are suitable for cars of American, Japanese
    and European systems.

4/19.9/21.4/3.7’ 4975g

6/14.5/15.5/2.6’ 2.4kg

24/19.0/20.0/2.1’ 790g

Carburetor synchronize tool set
919G2

˙For testing fuel pump carburetor and transmission check auto with 
    2~4pc carburetors.
Contents：
    4 pc 3-1/2” Synchronizer gauges with fixed plate
    4pc Rubber hose 8 X 5 X 750mm
    4pc Extension tube 3.9 X 52mm
    4pc Extension tube 3.9 X 122mm
    8pc Cone type connector 8 X 40mm
    4pc Adapters 10 X 53mm (M6 X 0.75)
    4pc Adapters 10 X 60mm (M6 X 1.0)

Professional vacuum & fuel tester set
904G4

˙Large 3-1/2" diameter gauge with color-coded easy-reading scales. 
˙Extra long heavy-duty rubber hose and 14mm/18mm.
˙Checks for worn or defective parts in fuel pumps, vacuum system.
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Cylinder leakage tester
902G3

˙PSI&BAR Percentage Gauge
˙26” Extra Long Hose
˙Allow you to accurately diagnose engine problems such as bad 
    valves, worn rings.
˙Cracked cylinder walls and blown gaskets.
˙Works from shop airline and has 14&18mm adaptor fittings to fit 
    most engines.
˙Blow-by readings shown in percentages.
˙Dual gauges allow mechanic to monitor input line pressure.
˙Supplied in plastic blow mold case.

6/12.6/13.6/2.6’ 2.1kg

Transmission & engine oil pressure tester
912G2

˙Designed to check engine oil pressure in automatic transmissions 
    and engines in both cars and trucks. 
˙With two easy to read dual scale gauges. Both of two gauges with 
    quick set-up. Complete with 6ft(1.8m) of oil proof hose, nine 
    adaptor fittings, and instructions.
˙Dual gauge readings:
    A: 0 to 400psi (0 to 28bar)
    B: 0 to 150psi (0 to 10bar)
˙Gauge diameter: 2.5”

10/14.5/15/1.4’ 1.45kg

Torque angle meter (magnetic)
9G1802

˙Used with 1/2”DR.
˙Commonly used for tightening head bolts and other bolts where a 
    torque angle is required.

24/11.9/12.9/1.6’ 495g

Torque angle meter (clip)
9G1801

˙Used with 1/2”DR.
˙Commonly used for tightening head bolts and other bolts where a 
    torque angle is required.

24/12.0/13.0/1.6’ 500g

Combination electronic stethoscope kit
9G2202

˙To locate & indentify noise and enable road test diagnosis.
˙Super sensitive microphone pick up.
˙Defect & isolate noisy components.
˙Contents: Flexible non- consuctive shaft
                   Cushioned headphones
                   4 channel sensor selector unit 
                   4 pick up sensors-4.8mm ling cords 

6/16.0/17.0/2.3’ 2630g

Image guide scope
9G2203

˙Inspects hard-to-reach corners with 18” flexible cable for easy 
    operations.
˙Equipped with illumination lamp for clear viewing.
˙Optional 35°, 45° and 60° mirrors are available.
˙Option:
    9G2203-35 (35° )
    9G2203-45 (45° )
    9G2203-60 (60° )

Valve spring compressor
62101

For large engines, most suitable for commercial vehicles and general 
garage use.

8/25.0/26.0/1.7’ 3125g

Valve spring compressor
62102

For overhead cam engines, specially designed for O.H.C. engines.

10/16.5/17.5/1.2’ 1650g

Option
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1-221-21

Cylinder leakage tester
902G3

˙PSI&BAR Percentage Gauge
˙26” Extra Long Hose
˙Allow you to accurately diagnose engine problems such as bad 
    valves, worn rings.
˙Cracked cylinder walls and blown gaskets.
˙Works from shop airline and has 14&18mm adaptor fittings to fit 
    most engines.
˙Blow-by readings shown in percentages.
˙Dual gauges allow mechanic to monitor input line pressure.
˙Supplied in plastic blow mold case.

6/12.6/13.6/2.6’ 2.1kg

Transmission & engine oil pressure tester
912G2

˙Designed to check engine oil pressure in automatic transmissions 
    and engines in both cars and trucks. 
˙With two easy to read dual scale gauges. Both of two gauges with 
    quick set-up. Complete with 6ft(1.8m) of oil proof hose, nine 
    adaptor fittings, and instructions.
˙Dual gauge readings:
    A: 0 to 400psi (0 to 28bar)
    B: 0 to 150psi (0 to 10bar)
˙Gauge diameter: 2.5”

10/14.5/15/1.4’ 1.45kg

Torque angle meter (magnetic)
9G1802

˙Used with 1/2”DR.
˙Commonly used for tightening head bolts and other bolts where a 
    torque angle is required.

24/11.9/12.9/1.6’ 495g

Torque angle meter (clip)
9G1801

˙Used with 1/2”DR.
˙Commonly used for tightening head bolts and other bolts where a 
    torque angle is required.

24/12.0/13.0/1.6’ 500g

Combination electronic stethoscope kit
9G2202

˙To locate & indentify noise and enable road test diagnosis.
˙Super sensitive microphone pick up.
˙Defect & isolate noisy components.
˙Contents: Flexible non- consuctive shaft
                   Cushioned headphones
                   4 channel sensor selector unit 
                   4 pick up sensors-4.8mm ling cords 

6/16.0/17.0/2.3’ 2630g

Image guide scope
9G2203

˙Inspects hard-to-reach corners with 18” flexible cable for easy 
    operations.
˙Equipped with illumination lamp for clear viewing.
˙Optional 35°, 45° and 60° mirrors are available.

˙Optional mirrors:
    9G2203-35 (35° )
    9G2203-45 (45° )
    9G2203-60 (60° )

Valve spring compressor
62101

For large engines, most suitable for commercial vehicles and general 
garage use.

8/25.0/26.0/1.7’ 3125g

Valve spring compressor
62102

For overhead cam engines, specially designed for O.H.C. engines.

10/16.5/17.5/1.2’ 1650g
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1-241-23

Valve spring compressor
62106

˙Compresses overhead valve springs with rocker arm studs. 
˙This tool can be used with the head either on or off the engine. 
˙Jaws adjust to fit most overhead valve engines.
˙Adjustable handle allows for clearance in tight areas.

Valve spring compressor
62105

Universal overhead cam Applying for 
most popular cars engines, including 
AUDI, CHRYSLER, INFINITI, 
HONDA, HYUNDAI, LEXUS, 
MAZDA, MITSUBISHI, NISSAN,
PORSCHE, SATURN,TOYOTA, 
VOLVO and VOLKSWAGEN.

5/19.0/20.0/2’ 3800g

24/16.8/17.8/2.1’ 600g

Valve spring compressor
62108

˙For large engines & diesel engines
˙Unique ‘Direct Action’ compressor lever gives improved visibility &
    ease of use in areas of difficult access.
˙Collet release adapters:
    Restricted access adapter, 25mm, 30mm
˙JAW       OPENING(A)       THROAT(B)
    Min.       Max.                   Clearance
    35mm     142mm               150mm

Valve spring compressor
62107

˙Capacity 55-175mm, throat clearance 165mm designed for use on
    Multi-Valve Petrol and diesel engines with deep Seated valves.
˙Collet release adapters:
    Restricted access adapter, 25mm, 30mm
˙Suitable for general use on a wide
˙Range of OHC, OHV, and CVH engines. Universal model with unique
˙Dual cam-action, parallel lift, and Automatic locking. reversible Jaw
    /Adaptor.

Valve spring compressor
62103

For small and medium engines.

10/11.6/12.6/0.5’ 1160g

Valve spring compressor
62104

For multi-valve petrol and diesel engines, specially
designed for difficult access and deep-seated multi-valve
cylinder heads.

6/15.0/16.0/1’ 2450g

Overhead valve spring compressor
62109

˙For use on a wide range of OHV OHC and CVH engines but not
    suitable for use on engines with deep seated valves.
˙Allows valve springs and valve stem oil seals to be replaced with
    the cylinder head.
˙Features a reversible JAW/ADAPTOR and an automatic cam-
    action locking to a pre-determined setting.

Valve spring compressor
62110

˙These tools are designed to compress and release valve spring 
    after removing the collets. Pantograph-type levers ensure a 
    consistent coaxial contact with the valve.
Contents:
    3pc Driving adaptor: 16; 19; 23; 25; 30 mm
    3pc pressure screw: 70mmL; 110mmL; 120mmL
    1pc C Clamp

10/21.4/22.4/2.2’ 2140g
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1-241-23

Valve spring compressor
62106

˙Compresses overhead valve springs with rocker arm studs. 
˙This tool can be used with the head either on or off the engine. 
˙Jaws adjust to fit most overhead valve engines.
˙Adjustable handle allows for clearance in tight areas.

Valve spring compressor
62105

Universal overhead cam Applying for 
most popular cars engines, including 
AUDI, CHRYSLER, INFINITI, 
HONDA, HYUNDAI, LEXUS, 
MAZDA, MITSUBISHI, NISSAN,
PORSCHE, SATURN,TOYOTA, 
VOLVO and VOLKSWAGEN.

5/19.0/20.0/2’ 3800g

24/16.8/17.8/2.1’ 600g

Valve spring compressor
62108

˙For large engines & diesel engines
˙Unique ‘Direct Action’ compressor lever gives improved visibility &
    ease of use in areas of difficult access.
˙Collet release adapters:
    Restricted access adapter, 25mm, 30mm
˙JAW       OPENING(A)       THROAT(B)
    Min.       Max.                   Clearance
    35mm     142mm               150mm

Valve spring compressor
62107

˙Capacity 55-175mm, throat clearance 165mm designed for use on
    Multi-Valve Petrol and diesel engines with deep Seated valves.
˙Collet release adapters:
    Restricted access adapter, 25mm, 30mm
˙Suitable for general use on a wide
˙Range of OHC, OHV, and CVH engines. Universal model with unique
˙Dual cam-action, parallel lift, and Automatic locking. reversible Jaw
    /Adaptor.

Valve spring compressor
62103

For small and medium engines.

10/11.6/12.6/0.5’ 1160g

Valve spring compressor
62104

For multi-valve petrol and diesel engines, specially
designed for difficult access and deep-seated multi-valve
cylinder heads.

6/15.0/16.0/1’ 2450g

Overhead valve spring compressor
62109

˙For use on a wide range of OHV OHC and CVH engines but not
    suitable for use on engines with deep seated valves.
˙Allows valve springs and valve stem oil seals to be replaced with
    the cylinder head.
˙Features a reversible JAW/ADAPTOR and an automatic cam-
    action locking to a pre-determined setting.

Valve spring compressor
62110

˙These tools are designed to compress and release valve spring 
    after removing the collets. Pantograph-type levers ensure a 
    consistent coaxial contact with the valve.
Contents:
    3pc Driving adaptor: 16; 19; 23; 25; 30 mm
    3pc pressure screw: 70mmL; 110mmL; 120mmL
    1pc C Clamp

10/21.4/22.4/2.2’ 2140g
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1-261-25

Heavy-duty valve spring compressor
62111

Contents:
    3pc Driving adaptor
             O.D./I.D. : 25mm/23.5mm, 23mm/21.5mm, 19mm/16.5mm
    2pc Thread
             50mmL; 90mmL
    1pc C Clamp

12/15.0/16.0/1.5’ 1250g

Valve spring compressor
62112

˙Remove and install valve springs with the heads on or off the 
    engine.
˙Fits 3/8” and 7/16” rocker studs.
˙Handles springs of 1”-2” diameter.
˙Press down to compress coil spring, then remove valve keepers
    and release slowly.

24/29/30/1.8’ 1.2Kg

10pc Universal valve adjustment tools 
910G1

˙For use on all 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 1/2” & 9/16” jam nut adjustment
    screws.
˙This universal valve adjustment tool has been designed for a wide 
    variety of cars with 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 1/2” and 9/16” jam nut 
    valve adjustment screws.
˙This two-in-one tool features a window in its socket so the technician
    can see the position of the screwdriver blade holding the adjustment 
    screw as the jam nut is tightened.
˙This visual contact in addition to the feel of holding the screwdriver 
    allows for a quicker valve adjustment as the technician can hold the 
    adjustment screw exactly where he wants it to be.

3pc Valve keeper installing & pick-up tool set
903G1

˙This tool holds the valve keepers in its magnetic jaws so you can 
    easily maneuver the keepers into the valve stem grooves for 
    installation.
˙Easily reaches into recessed spring pocket to retrieve released 
    valvekeepers.
˙Retrieves small parts from any recessed or hidden area.
Contents:
         3 pcs valve keeper installing tool
         Flexible magnetic pick-up tool

Universal valve lifter
903G3

˙For L-head and valve-in-head automotive, truck, tractor, bus and 
    marine engines.
˙Easily adjusted with a pin-operated screw to valve spring length.
˙Powerful leverage with cam locking handle. Release of spring 
    controlled by one hand lets the operator use the other hand safely to 
    hold the locks on the valve stem.
˙Works with it on L-head valves : height 10-1/2” (267mm), width 9-
    3/4” (248mm). capacity 1” to 2-1/2” (25-63mm) diameter valve springs. 
˙Includes the following three (3) pairs of spring holding jaws: 
    No.1 Small straight jaw set capacity 7/8” (22mm) Dia., pair
    No.2 Medium offset jaw set capacity 1” to 2” (25-51mm) Dia., pair
    No.3 Large straight jaw set capacity 1-1/2” to 2-1/2” (38-63mm) Dia. , 
    pair.

Valve seal removal & installer kit
911G2

˙Work on valves still seated or removed.
˙Precision-machined seal driving adapters guide the seal for proper 
    setting.
Contents:
        1pc Valve stem seal pliers
        1pc Drive handle 6” (150mm)
        2pc Deep seal driving sockets for seals O.D. 10.8-14.8mm.
        7pc Seal driving adapters fit seals 5mm, 5.5mm, 6mm,6.6mm, 
                 7mm, 8mm, 3/8”

10/17.4/18.4/2.1’ 1740g
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1-261-25

Heavy-duty valve spring compressor
62111

Contents:
    3pc Driving adaptor
             O.D./I.D. : 25mm/23.5mm, 23mm/21.5mm, 19mm/16.5mm
    2pc Thread
             50mmL; 90mmL
    1pc C Clamp

12/15.0/16.0/1.5’ 1250g

Valve spring compressor
62112

˙Remove and install valve springs with the heads on or off the 
    engine.
˙Fits 3/8” and 7/16” rocker studs.
˙Handles springs of 1”-2” diameter.
˙Press down to compress coil spring, then remove valve keepers
    and release slowly.

24/29/30/1.8’ 1.2Kg

10pc Universal valve adjustment tools 
910G1

˙For use on all 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 1/2” & 9/16” jam nut adjustment
    screws.
˙This universal valve adjustment tool has been designed for a wide 
    variety of cars with 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 1/2” and 9/16” jam nut 
    valve adjustment screws.
˙This two-in-one tool features a window in its socket so the technician
    can see the position of the screwdriver blade holding the adjustment 
    screw as the jam nut is tightened.
˙This visual contact in addition to the feel of holding the screwdriver 
    allows for a quicker valve adjustment as the technician can hold the 
    adjustment screw exactly where he wants it to be.

3pc Valve keeper installing & pick-up tool set
903G1

˙This tool holds the valve keepers in its magnetic jaws so you can 
    easily maneuver the keepers into the valve stem grooves for 
    installation.
˙Easily reaches into recessed spring pocket to retrieve released 
    valvekeepers.
˙Retrieves small parts from any recessed or hidden area.
Contents:
         3 pcs valve keeper installing tool
         Flexible magnetic pick-up tool

Universal valve lifter
903G3

˙For L-head and valve-in-head automotive, truck, tractor, bus and 
    marine engines.
˙Easily adjusted with a pin-operated screw to valve spring length.
˙Powerful leverage with cam locking handle. Release of spring 
    controlled by one hand lets the operator use the other hand safely to 
    hold the locks on the valve stem.
˙Works with it on L-head valves : height 10-1/2” (267mm), width 9-
    3/4” (248mm). capacity 1” to 2-1/2” (25-63mm) diameter valve springs. 
˙Includes the following three (3) pairs of spring holding jaws: 
    No.1 Small straight jaw set capacity 7/8” (22mm) Dia., pair
    No.2 Medium offset jaw set capacity 1” to 2” (25-51mm) Dia., pair
    No.3 Large straight jaw set capacity 1-1/2” to 2-1/2” (38-63mm) Dia. , 
    pair.

Valve seal removal & installer kit
911G2

˙Work on valves still seated or removed.
˙Precision-machined seal driving adapters guide the seal for proper 
    setting.
Contents:
        1pc Valve stem seal pliers
        1pc Drive handle 6” (150mm)
        2pc Deep seal driving sockets for seals O.D. 10.8-14.8mm.
        7pc Seal driving adapters fit seals 5mm, 5.5mm, 6mm,6.6mm, 
                 7mm, 8mm, 3/8”

10/17.4/18.4/2.1’ 1740g
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1-281-27 

Valve stem seal ring pliers
9G0102

˙Long neck designed to reach into confined area of the seal to grip
    it for removal.
˙Gripping serration in the allow them to grasp both original 
    equipment & aftermarket seals regardless of the configuration.

Soldering aid tool
9G1901

˙Designed for holding two wires while they are soldered.
˙AUseful on the installation of car alarms.

60/16.0/17.0/2.3’ 266g

VW Air bag removal tool
9G0301

Air bag removal tool is used to remove driver s air bag from steering 
wheel on 1999-04 new bodystyle VW PASSAT, JETTA, GOLF AND 
BEETLE.

Bulbs pliers
9G0302

˙Special pliers for mounting and dismounting wedge base bulbs.
˙Use for most of the car.

Air bag removal tool
907G5

˙VW Passat B5, Polo, Lupo, AUDI A4 und A6, SKODA Superb.
˙VW Golf 4, New Beetle, SEAT, SKODA Fabia, Oktavia ab Bj. 99.
˙VW-Golf 4 (Bj. 1998 - 2004), VW-Passat ab Bj. 1997, Bora ab Bj. 
    1999
˙VW-Modelle u.a. Passat ab Bj. 1999.
˙AIRBAG REMOVAL TOOL IS USED TO REMOVE DRIVER S 
    AIRBAG FROM STEERING WHEEL ON 1999-04 NEW
    BODYSTYLE VW PASSAT, JETTA, GOLF AND BEETLE.
˙Mercedes-Benz, BMW (neue Modelle)

Ratcheting serpentine belt wrench kit
907T2

˙Service approximately 90% of all vehicles equipped with spring-
    loaded serpentine belt tensioners. 
˙For use when servicing serpentine drive belts or any belt-driven 
    accessories. Specifically designed to fit into tight areas. 
˙Ratcheting action allows quick an easy positioning of wrench 
    driving end for tensioner access from any angle. 
˙Heat treated and nickel chrome plated for strength, durability, 
    and appearance.

Extra long valve stem seal ring pliers
9G0103

˙For removing valve stem seals in multi-valve engines.
˙Jaw longitudinal-toothed avoiding slipping down.
˙For deeply levelled valve stem seals.

Cylinder head holders set
9G0604

˙Sturdy stand holds cylinder heads safely and securely while 
    cracks are repaired.
˙Seats are ground, carbon removed, guides knurled and reamed.
˙Ample clearance under heads for knurling and reaming valve 
    guides.
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1-281-27 

Valve stem seal ring pliers
9G0102

˙Long neck designed to reach into confined area of the seal to grip
    it for removal.
˙Gripping serration in the allow them to grasp both original 
    equipment & aftermarket seals regardless of the configuration.

Soldering aid tool
9G1901

˙Designed for holding two wires while they are soldered.
˙AUseful on the installation of car alarms.

60/16.0/17.0/2.3’ 266g

VW Air bag removal tool
9G0301

Air bag removal tool is used to remove driver’s air bag from steering 
wheel on 1999-04 new bodystyle VW PASSAT, JETTA, GOLF AND 
BEETLE.

Bulbs pliers
9G0302

˙Special pliers for mounting and dismounting wedge base bulbs.
˙Use for most of the car.

Air bag removal tool
907G5

˙VW Passat B5, Polo, Lupo, AUDI A4 und A6, SKODA Superb.
˙VW Golf 4, New Beetle, SEAT, SKODA Fabia, Oktavia ab Bj. 99.
˙VW-Golf 4 (Bj. 1998 - 2004), VW-Passat ab Bj. 1997, Bora ab Bj. 
    1999
˙VW-Modelle u.a. Passat ab Bj. 1999.
˙AIRBAG REMOVAL TOOL IS USED TO REMOVE DRIVER S 
    AIRBAG FROM STEERING WHEEL ON 1999-04 NEW
    BODYSTYLE VW PASSAT, JETTA, GOLF AND BEETLE.
˙Mercedes-Benz, BMW (neue Modelle)

Ratcheting serpentine belt wrench kit
907T2

˙Service approximately 90% of all vehicles equipped with spring-
    loaded serpentine belt tensioners. 
˙For use when servicing serpentine drive belts or any belt-driven 
    accessories. Specifically designed to fit into tight areas. 
˙Ratcheting action allows quick an easy positioning of wrench 
    driving end for tensioner access from any angle. 
˙Heat treated and nickel chrome plated for strength, durability, 
    and appearance.

Extra long valve stem seal ring pliers
9G0103

˙For removing valve stem seals in multi-valve engines.
˙Jaw longitudinal-toothed avoiding slipping down.
˙For deeply levelled valve stem seals.

Cylinder head holders set
9G0604

˙Sturdy stand holds cylinder heads safely and securely while 
    cracks are repaired.
˙Seats are ground, carbon removed, guides knurled and reamed.
˙Ample clearance under heads for knurling and reaming valve 
    guides.
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1-301-29

BMW Pulley holder
9G0602

˙Needed for securing water pump hub from rotating during R&R of 
    fan clutch nut.
˙Applicable Engine: M10, M20, M30, M50, M70, M42, M60.

Viscous fan holding tool
9G0601

˙Essential tool to prevent fan hub from rotating when removing 
    retaining nut.
˙Unique swivel locking head for universal application.
˙BMW: 316, 520I, 525I, 530I, 730I, 735I
    FORD: CAPRI, SIERRA, GRANADA
    VAUXHALL/OPEL: CARLTON, MANTA, SENATOR

Serpentine belt service tool set
913T1

˙Combines the patented innovation of gear wrench with the 
    requirements of the serpentine belt removal tool to provide the 
    user with the best possible combination. 
˙Provides coverage for all major vehicles with serpentine belt 
    configuration.
˙The versatility and strength of the Gear Wrench allows for 
    unlimited access to serpentine pulley tension arms with added 
    attachments for unlimited coverage.

12/19.6/21/1.4’ 1633g

7pc BENZ & BMW Fan service wrench set
907G3

˙Removes lock nuts on thermo-Viscous fans found on FORD BMW
    … many vehicles.
˙Removes lock nuts on thermo-Viscous fans found on FORD 
    Mercedes… many vehicles.
˙Allows the technician to hold the water pump pulley in place while
    loosening the radiator fan.
˙To allow removal of the visco-coupling on the cooling fan.
˙Required to remove the radiator fan hub, the reaction spanner is 
    bolted to the front face of the hub.
˙Special open-ended spanner to allow removal and replacement of 
    the radiator fan hub.
˙The three-in-one design allows servicing three separate areas of 
    repair. All of which require a specialty tool due to their confined 
    locations.

 11pc Universal pulley holder & fan clutch set
911G1

˙This set is designed to remove and install fan clutches & to hold 
    the camshaft pulley.
˙Used for most of the cars.
˙Contains different taps to fit any cars and pin width can adjust.
˙Can adjust different width from 40m/m to 220m/m.
˙Size available: 
    6mm~10mm, 8mm~11mm, 10mm~12mm, 11mm~16mm 

TOYOTA cam wrench tool kit
915G1

˙Universal design fits many different types of pulleys having slots 
    or holes, including camshaft pulleys crankshaft pulleys.
˙Wrench is adjustable from 1-1/4 inch to 5 inches; works with 1/2” 
    ratchet or breaker bar.

Universal camshaft pulley holding tool
9G0603

˙This wrench is designed with grooved pins to hold the camshaft 
    pulley stationary while loosening and tightening the center shaft 
    bolt. 
˙Useful on most Asian overhead cam engines: NISSANS, TOYOTAs
    and other OHC engines.

65mm Single-ended open wrench
9G0701

˙Special open-ended spanner to allow removal and replacement of 
    the radiator fan hub.
˙For Mercedes engines: M103 (6-Cylinder), M104 (6-Cylinder 4-
    Valve), M119 (8-Cylinder 4-Valve), M120 (12-Cylinder 4-Valve). 
    Length: 400mm

Reaction wrench (with 3 holes)
9G0702

˙Required to remove the radiator fan hub. The reaction spanner is
    bolted to the front face of the hub. The Poly-V belt is not in place 
    and cannot be used to lock the hub.
˙For Mercedes engine: M111 (4-Cylinder 4-Valve; C-And E-Class).
˙Length: 410mm
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1-301-29

BMW Pulley holder
9G0602

˙Needed for securing water pump hub from rotating during R&R of 
    fan clutch nut.
˙Applicable Engine: M10, M20, M30, M50, M70, M42, M60.

Viscous fan holding tool
9G0601

˙Essential tool to prevent fan hub from rotating when removing 
    retaining nut.
˙Unique swivel locking head for universal application.
˙BMW: 316, 520I, 525I, 530I, 730I, 735I
    FORD: CAPRI, SIERRA, GRANADA
    VAUXHALL/OPEL: CARLTON, MANTA, SENATOR

Serpentine belt service tool set
913T1

˙Combines the patented innovation of gear wrench with the 
    requirements of the serpentine belt removal tool to provide the 
    user with the best possible combination. 
˙Provides coverage for all major vehicles with serpentine belt 
    configuration.
˙The versatility and strength of the Gear Wrench allows for 
    unlimited access to serpentine pulley tension arms with added 
    attachments for unlimited coverage.

12/19.6/21/1.4’ 1633g

7pc BENZ & BMW Fan service wrench set
907G3

˙Removes lock nuts on thermo-Viscous fans found on FORD BMW
    … many vehicles.
˙Removes lock nuts on thermo-Viscous fans found on FORD 
    Mercedes… many vehicles.
˙Allows the technician to hold the water pump pulley in place while
    loosening the radiator fan.
˙To allow removal of the visco-coupling on the cooling fan.
˙Required to remove the radiator fan hub, the reaction spanner is 
    bolted to the front face of the hub.
˙Special open-ended spanner to allow removal and replacement of 
    the radiator fan hub.
˙The three-in-one design allows servicing three separate areas of 
    repair. All of which require a specialty tool due to their confined 
    locations.

 11pc Universal pulley holder & fan clutch set
911G1

˙This set is designed to remove and install fan clutches & to hold 
    the camshaft pulley.
˙Used for most of the cars.
˙Contains different taps to fit any cars and pin width can adjust.
˙Can adjust different width from 40m/m to 220m/m.
˙Size available: 
    6mm~10mm, 8mm~11mm, 10mm~12mm, 11mm~16mm 

TOYOTA cam wrench tool kit
915G1

˙Universal design fits many different types of pulleys having slots 
    or holes, including camshaft pulleys crankshaft pulleys.
˙Wrench is adjustable from 1-1/4 inch to 5 inches; works with 1/2” 
    ratchet or breaker bar.

Universal camshaft pulley holding tool
9G0603

˙This wrench is designed with grooved pins to hold the camshaft 
    pulley stationary while loosening and tightening the center shaft 
    bolt. 
˙Useful on most Asian overhead cam engines: NISSANS, TOYOTAs
    and other OHC engines.

65mm Single-ended open wrench
9G0701

˙Special open-ended spanner to allow removal and replacement of 
    the radiator fan hub.
˙For Mercedes engines: M103 (6-Cylinder), M104 (6-Cylinder 4-
    Valve), M119 (8-Cylinder 4-Valve), M120 (12-Cylinder 4-Valve). 
    Length: 400mm

Reaction wrench (with 3 holes)
9G0702

˙Required to remove the radiator fan hub. The reaction spanner is
    bolted to the front face of the hub. The Poly-V belt is not in place 
    and cannot be used to lock the hub.
˙For Mercedes engine: M111 (4-Cylinder 4-Valve; C-And E-Class).
˙Length: 410mm
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NISSAN Quest fan belt service wrench
9G0703

This special wrench can be used for loosening the questy a/c idler 
pulley tensioner lock-nut for a/c belt adjustment or replacement.

Reaction wrench
9G0704

˙For locking of deep-drawn water-pump pulleys on VW and Audi 
    engines. As they are used when E.G. an air conditioning is also 
    built in.
˙Safe locking of the water-pump pulley.
˙Easy loosening of stubborn bolts on the water-pump pulley.

Reaction wrench (1/2” DR.)
9G0705

˙For locking the pulley on the water-pump on VW Polo, Golf, 
    Passat Audi 80/A4.
˙The 1/2” drive in the tools handle enables an extension of the tool 
    by E.G. a ratchet.
˙Easy loosening of stubborn bolts on the water-pump pulley.

BENZ Fan belt service wrench
9G0707

˙This universal tool has been designed to service Mercedes 
    Benz；Nissan Quest；Mercury Villager Radiator fans and 
    pulley belts.
˙The three-in-one design allows servicing three separate areas 
    of repair all of which require a specialty tool due to their 
    confinedMlocations.
˙This special wrench can be used for loosening the A/C idler 
    pulley tensioner lock-nut for A/C belt adjustment or 
    replacement. 
˙8 mm & 10 mm bit included.

72/21.0/22.0/1.5’ 291g

36/19.0/20.0/2.6’ 527g

Fan belt tightener
9G0801

˙Makes belt tightening an easy one-person job.
˙Works on most alternators and some other belt driven accessory units.
˙Loosen adjusting slot bolt.
˙Hook the tool around the alternator by locking it on the pivot bolt boss
    or on any other strong protrusion.
˙Pull to proper belt tension with a 1/2” square drive socket handle. 
    Tighten the adjusting slot bolt while holding this tension.

Belt tensioning adjuster
9G0802

˙For GM OPEL engines. Overcomes difficult access.
˙Provides high torque without tilt or slip.
˙Size: 41mm
˙1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.6D, 1.8 (’87 onwards).

Belt tensioning adjusters
9G0803

˙For GM OPEL engines. Overcomes difficult access.
˙Provides high torque without tilt or slip.
˙Size: 46mm
˙1.6(Up to ’87), 1.7D, 1.8(Up to ’87), 2.0.

Reaction tool
9G0202

˙To allow removal of the visco-coupling on the cooling fan.
˙For Mercedes engines.
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NISSAN Quest fan belt service wrench
9G0703

This special wrench can be used for loosening the questy a/c idler 
pulley tensioner lock-nut for a/c belt adjustment or replacement.

Reaction wrench
9G0704

˙For locking of deep-drawn water-pump pulleys on VW and Audi 
    engines. As they are used when E.G. an air conditioning is also 
    built in.
˙Safe locking of the water-pump pulley.
˙Easy loosening of stubborn bolts on the water-pump pulley.

Reaction wrench (1/2” DR.)
9G0705

˙For locking the pulley on the water-pump on VW Polo, Golf, 
    Passat Audi 80/A4.
˙The 1/2” drive in the tools handle enables an extension of the tool 
    by E.G. a ratchet.
˙Easy loosening of stubborn bolts on the water-pump pulley.

BENZ Fan belt service wrench
9G0707

˙This universal tool has been designed to service Mercedes 
    Benz；Nissan Quest；Mercury Villager Radiator fans and 
    pulley belts.
˙The three-in-one design allows servicing three separate areas 
    of repair all of which require a specialty tool due to their 
    confinedMlocations.
˙This special wrench can be used for loosening the A/C idler 
    pulley tensioner lock-nut for A/C belt adjustment or 
    replacement. 
˙8 mm & 10 mm bit included.

72/21.0/22.0/1.5’ 291g

36/19.0/20.0/2.6’ 527g

Fan belt tightener
9G0801

˙Makes belt tightening an easy one-person job.
˙Works on most alternators and some other belt driven accessory units.
˙Loosen adjusting slot bolt.
˙Hook the tool around the alternator by locking it on the pivot bolt boss
    or on any other strong protrusion.
˙Pull to proper belt tension with a 1/2” square drive socket handle. 
    Tighten the adjusting slot bolt while holding this tension.

Belt tensioning adjuster
9G0802

˙For GM OPEL engines. Overcomes difficult access.
˙Provides high torque without tilt or slip.
˙Size: 41mm
˙1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.6D, 1.8 (’87 onwards).

Belt tensioning adjusters
9G0803

˙For GM OPEL engines. Overcomes difficult access.
˙Provides high torque without tilt or slip.
˙Size: 46mm
˙1.6(Up to ’87), 1.7D, 1.8(Up to ’87), 2.0.

Reaction tool
9G0202

˙To allow removal of the visco-coupling on the cooling fan.
˙For Mercedes engines.
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Belt tension locking pins VW / AUDI / TDi PD engines
903G8

˙Timing belt tension PINS-OEM NOS T10115, T40011 AND 
    serpentine tension PIN-T10060/A
˙For use on: LUPO. POLO 1.4 TDi PD 
                             GOLF, BORA, POLO 1.9 TDi PD
                             BEETLE, SHARAN 1.9 TDi PD
                             PASSAT 1.9 TDi PD
                             AUDI A2/A3 1.4/1.9 TDi PD
                             A4/A6 1.9 TDi PD
                             A4/A6/A8/ALLROAD 2.5 V6 TDi

Viscous fan hub spanner
9G0710

For removal of thermo, viscous fan hubs. cranked for easy access.

Size: 32mm
BMW 316, 520i, 525i, 530i, 535i, 730i, & 735i.
FORD CAPRI, SIERRA, GRANADA 2.0 & 2.8..
FORD TRANSIT 2.0 1986-90 (with viscous fan) 
LCX 2.0, LCT 2.0, 2.5 Diesel 1980-90, LCX 2.5D & LCY 2.5D.

Viscous fan hub spanner
9G0710A

For removal of thermo, viscous fan hubs. cranked for easy access.

Size: 36mm
FORD GRANADA 2.4 & 2.9..
GM CARLTON MANTA & SENATOR.

Two way viscous fan spanner
9G0710B

For the removal of thermo-viscous fans on BMW, FORD, OPEL & 
VAUXHALL vehicles.
Size: 32mm, 36mm

Universal tensioning gauge for cam belts
9G0804

˙This tensioning gauge can be used to adjust the tension on the cam 
    belts where the movement of the timing belt is measured by load.
˙Suitable for use on cam belts with various belt thickness.
˙Easy to use.
˙Clear incremental marking with knurled knob for precise measurement.
˙Dual scale allows reading from top or bottom of tool. (large and small
    numbers for compatibility)

BMW Double vanes setup bracket M50-TU
9G2701

˙Application：BMW M52、M54、M56

Honda & Acura Crankshaft and harmonic balancer holder
903G4

˙Allows the crankshaft pulley and/or harmonic balancer bolt to be
    broken loose.
˙Includes tool necessary to properly counter the rotation of the 
    crankshaft pulley/harmonic balancer during removal and 
    reinstallation of crank bolt.
˙Secures the pulley in place not allowing it to rotate during removal
     and reinstallation of crank bolt
˙Specially designed to work on 1990 and newer Honda and Acura 
    models and Honda Civic 1980 and newer models.

Gear puller
909G2

˙Depth: A 68mm, B 90mm
˙Outside: A 40-120mm, B 132-195mm

10/35.8/36.8/2’ 3580g

6/17.0/18.0/1.2’ 2830g

10/10.0/11.0/0.75’ 1kg
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1-341-33

Belt tension locking pins VW / AUDI / TDi PD engines
903G8

˙Timing belt tension PINS-OEM NOS T10115, T40011 AND 
    serpentine tension PIN-T10060/A
˙For use on: LUPO. POLO 1.4 TDi PD 
                             GOLF, BORA, POLO 1.9 TDi PD
                             BEETLE, SHARAN 1.9 TDi PD
                             PASSAT 1.9 TDi PD
                             AUDI A2/A3 1.4/1.9 TDi PD
                             A4/A6 1.9 TDi PD
                             A4/A6/A8/ALLROAD 2.5 V6 TDi

Viscous fan hub spanner
9G0710

For removal of thermo, viscous fan hubs. cranked for easy access.

Size: 32mm
BMW 316, 520i, 525i, 530i, 535i, 730i, & 735i.
FORD CAPRI, SIERRA, GRANADA 2.0 & 2.8..
FORD TRANSIT 2.0 1986-90 (with viscous fan) 
LCX 2.0, LCT 2.0, 2.5 Diesel 1980-90, LCX 2.5D & LCY 2.5D.

Viscous fan hub spanner
9G0710A

For removal of thermo, viscous fan hubs. cranked for easy access.

Size: 36mm
FORD GRANADA 2.4 & 2.9..
GM CARLTON MANTA & SENATOR.

Two way viscous fan spanner
9G0710B

For the removal of thermo-viscous fans on BMW, FORD, OPEL & 
VAUXHALL vehicles.
Size: 32mm, 36mm

Universal tensioning gauge for cam belts
9G0804

˙This tensioning gauge can be used to adjust the tension on the cam 
    belts where the movement of the timing belt is measured by load.
˙Suitable for use on cam belts with various belt thickness.
˙Easy to use.
˙Clear incremental marking with knurled knob for precise measurement.
˙Dual scale allows reading from top or bottom of tool. (large and small
    numbers for compatibility)

BMW Double vanes setup bracket M50-TU
9G2701

˙Application：BMW M52、M54、M56

Honda & Acura Crankshaft and harmonic balancer holder
903G4

˙Allows the crankshaft pulley and/or harmonic balancer bolt to be
    broken loose.
˙Includes tool necessary to properly counter the rotation of the 
    crankshaft pulley/harmonic balancer during removal and 
    reinstallation of crank bolt.
˙Secures the pulley in place not allowing it to rotate during removal
     and reinstallation of crank bolt
˙Specially designed to work on 1990 and newer Honda and Acura 
    models and Honda Civic 1980 and newer models.

Gear puller
909G2

˙Depth: A 68mm, B 90mm
˙Outside: A 40-120mm, B 132-195mm

10/35.8/36.8/2’ 3580g

6/17.0/18.0/1.2’ 2830g

10/10.0/11.0/0.75’ 1kg
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1-361-35

Heavy duty universal & GM harmonic balancer puller
921G1

˙Heavy duty forcing screw & bolt kit suits most harmonic 
    balancers, timing gears & pulleys with 2/3” tapped.
˙Gm forcing screw & bolts suits gm 3.8 l v6 balancer pulleys.
˙Bolt sizes: 1/4” UNF x3” (3 pieces) 
                            10mm x 50mm (3 pieces) 
                            5/16” x 2”(3 pieces) 
                            80mm x 80mm (3 pieces) 
                            3/8” x2”(3 pieces) 
                            3/8” x 4” (2 pieces)

BMW Sprocket extractor / installer
9G1207

˙For BMW M50 M52 S50 S52 M42 M44
˙For turing sprockets when removing and installing vanos unit.

Balancer puller & installer
945G1

˙A professional tool set for balancer replacement.
˙Built-in bearing makes balancer replacing job easy and damage
    -free.
˙4-slot puller plate plus 9 threaded adapters fit to balancers on 
    most engines.

6/14.6/15.6/1.3’ 2430g

Fuel system tool set
67101

Contents:
     1. 3mm Hex - ZENITH (STROMBERG) 150 CD3, 
         JAGUAR, LOTUS, MG, LAND ROVER, RANGEROVER and 
         SAAB.
     2. 145mm Flexible extension
     3. Handle
     4. Bit set - T20 : FORD W CARBS, Fuel pumps etc.
                      3mm Hex : " K " Jetronic.
                      5mm Hex : " L " Jetronic.
                      Slotted 3; 5mm
                      Phillips PH.1; PH.2
                      Pozidriv PZ.1; PZ.2
                      Bit adaptor 1/4"Hex-1/4"Sq.
     5. 95mm extension
     6. FORD - WEBER TLDM, DFTM, 2V, TLM, TLD, DFT etc. 
         FORD FIESTA, ESCORT and ORION 1989.
     7. 17mm(0.6") - SU/SU HIF ROVER MINI and METRO.
     8. 0.34", 1/2" - SU/SU HIF ROVER MINI and METRO.
     9. ZENITH CD, OPEL/VAUXHALL
     10. ZENITH (STROMBERG) CD, LAND ROVER, SAAB, 
           VAUXHALL and VOLVO
     11. NIKKI, HITACHI, NISSAN and SUBARU.
     12. ZENITH
     13. AISAN and MIKUNI, TOYOTA and MITSUBISHI.

12/13.0/14.0/1.2’ 1330g

3pc Fuel line disconnect set
903G2

˙Designed for uncoupling quick-release fittings on fuel line to most 
    of the cars.
Contains:
    1. 1/4” 5/16” (Ø8mm), for:
          Ford-Mercury, Dodge-Chrysler, Renault
    2. 3/8” (Ø10mm), for:
          Ford-Mercury, Dodge-Chrysler, Renault
    3. For: G.M., Chevrolet, Buick-Pontiac, Renault/Fiat Ford / Opel
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1-361-35

Heavy duty universal & GM harmonic balancer puller
921G1

˙Heavy duty forcing screw & bolt kit suits most harmonic 
    balancers, timing gears & pulleys with 2/3” tapped.
˙Gm forcing screw & bolts suits gm 3.8 l v6 balancer pulleys.
˙Bolt sizes: 1/4” UNF x3” (3 pieces) 
                            10mm x 50mm (3 pieces) 
                            5/16” x 2”(3 pieces) 
                            80mm x 80mm (3 pieces) 
                            3/8” x2”(3 pieces) 
                            3/8” x 4” (2 pieces)

BMW Sprocket extractor / installer
9G1207

˙For BMW M50 M52 S50 S52 M42 M44
˙For turing sprockets when removing and installing vanos unit.

Balancer puller & installer
945G1

˙A professional tool set for balancer replacement.
˙Built-in bearing makes balancer replacing job easy and damage
    -free.
˙4-slot puller plate plus 9 threaded adapters fit to balancers on 
    most engines.

6/14.6/15.6/1.3’ 2430g

Fuel system tool set
67101

Contents:
     1. 3mm Hex - ZENITH (STROMBERG) 150 CD3, 
         JAGUAR, LOTUS, MG, LAND ROVER, RANGEROVER and 
         SAAB.
     2. 145mm Flexible extension
     3. Handle
     4. Bit set - T20 : FORD W CARBS, Fuel pumps etc.
                      3mm Hex : " K " Jetronic.
                      5mm Hex : " L " Jetronic.
                      Slotted 3; 5mm
                      Phillips PH.1; PH.2
                      Pozidriv PZ.1; PZ.2
                      Bit adaptor 1/4"Hex-1/4"Sq.
     5. 95mm extension
     6. FORD - WEBER TLDM, DFTM, 2V, TLM, TLD, DFT etc. 
         FORD FIESTA, ESCORT and ORION 1989.
     7. 17mm(0.6") - SU/SU HIF ROVER MINI and METRO.
     8. 0.34", 1/2" - SU/SU HIF ROVER MINI and METRO.
     9. ZENITH CD, OPEL/VAUXHALL
     10. ZENITH (STROMBERG) CD, LAND ROVER, SAAB, 
           VAUXHALL and VOLVO
     11. NIKKI, HITACHI, NISSAN and SUBARU.
     12. ZENITH
     13. AISAN and MIKUNI, TOYOTA and MITSUBISHI.

12/13.0/14.0/1.2’ 1330g

3pc Fuel line disconnect set
903G2

˙Designed for uncoupling quick-release fittings on fuel line to most 
    of the cars.
Contains:
    1. 1/4” 5/16” (Ø8mm), for:
          Ford-Mercury, Dodge-Chrysler, Renault
    2. 3/8” (Ø10mm), for:
          Ford-Mercury, Dodge-Chrysler, Renault
    3. For: G.M., Chevrolet, Buick-Pontiac, Renault/Fiat Ford / Opel
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1-381-37

9pc Hose clamp pliers kit
909G3

Contents:
˙Hose clamp pliers
˙2pc Swivel jaw hose clamp pliers
˙Angled flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Clic-r collar pliers
˙Hose remover pliers
˙Screwdriver
˙Hose remover

6/15.9/16.9/3.0’ 2650g

 Flat band hose clamp pliers
62518

˙Removes and installs new style flat band hose clamps.              

˙Jaws rotate to grip at any angle.

CLIC-R Collar pliers
9G0104

˙For releasing and refitting reusable hose clips.
˙For type CLIC and CLIC-R.

72/17.3/18.3/2.2’ 240g

72/14.0/15.0/2.4’ 194g

Hose removal pliers
9G0105

For easy removal of 5/32” to 1/2” vacuum and fuel hoses.

Professional Hose Removal Pliers
9G0106

˙For easy removal of 4mm to 21mm vacuum and fuel hoses.
˙Special mini anti-slip jaw to avoid pipe slip and to make removal 
    easy.

7pc Hose clamp pliers kit
907G1

Contents:
˙Hose clamp pliers
˙2pc Swivel jaw hose clamp pliers
˙Angled flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Clic-r collar pliers
˙Hose remover pliers

Hose remover pliers
9G0108

˙Special JAWS design, one side is flexible 
    to fix on the tube when using, the other 
    side to pull out the hose.
˙Hose range: 1/4”~1/2”

Hose clamp pliers (angle type)
9G0109

˙Designed with angle type to any space.
˙Swivel tip designed for refitting and release. 
˙For CLIC and CLIC-R type hose clamp.

Flexible hose clamp remover
9G0201

˙For replacement of fuel, oil and water hose.
˙Hose clamp with flexible 630mm wire.
˙Convenient for working hidden areas and long distance.
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9pc Hose clamp pliers kit
909G3

Contents:
˙Hose clamp pliers
˙2pc Swivel jaw hose clamp pliers
˙Angled flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Clic-r collar pliers
˙Hose remover pliers
˙Screwdriver
˙Hose remover

6/15.9/16.9/3.0’ 2650g

 Flat band hose clamp pliers
62518

˙Removes and installs new style flat band hose clamps.              

˙Jaws rotate to grip at any angle.

CLIC-R Collar pliers
9G0104

˙For releasing and refitting reusable hose clips.
˙For type CLIC and CLIC-R.

72/17.3/18.3/2.2’ 240g

72/14.0/15.0/2.4’ 194g

Hose removal pliers
9G0105

For easy removal of 5/32” to 1/2” vacuum and fuel hoses.

Professional hose removal pliers
9G0106

˙For easy removal of 4mm to 21mm vacuum and fuel hoses.
˙Special mini anti-slip jaw to avoid pipe slip and to make removal 
    easy.

7pc Hose clamp pliers kit
907G1

Contents:
˙Hose clamp pliers
˙2pc Swivel jaw hose clamp pliers
˙Angled flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Flat bank hose clamp pliers
˙Clic-r collar pliers
˙Hose remover pliers

Hose remover pliers
9G0108

˙Special JAWS design, one side is flexible 
    to fix on the tube when using, the other 
    side to pull out the hose.
˙Hose range: 1/4”~1/2”

Hose clamp pliers (angle type)
9G0109

˙Designed with angle type to any space.
˙Swivel tip designed for refitting and release. 
˙For CLIC and CLIC-R type hose clamp.

Flexible hose clamp remover
9G0201

˙For replacement of fuel, oil and water hose.
˙Hose clamp with flexible 630mm wire.
˙Convenient for working hidden areas and long distance.
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1-40

96/15.0/17.0/1.4’ 156g

Fluid hose clamp
9G0110

Completely or partially closes flexible brake, fuel, and vacuum, fluid 
line. All steel construction with adjustable locking collar.

72/18.5/19.5/0.9’ 257g

Hose pinch-off tool (bar type)
9G0111

˙Suited for both brake and fuel lines.
˙Effective pinch action with rounded clamp section to prevent 
    damage to hose lining.

18/22.5/23.5/1.9’ 1.25kg

3pc Hose pinch-off pliers (8”, 10” & 12”)
9G0112

˙The pich-off pliers act as a third hand to 
    help you keep hose changed tightly when 
    you are servicing various engine components. 
˙No need to drain system when changing 
    thermostats – save coolant – save time. 
˙Jaws swivel for parallel clamping. 
˙Locking ratchet provides tight grip in just
     about any position. 
˙Can also be used to pinch- off many other hoses. 
˙Do not use on wire reinforced radiator hose.

Fuel injection cleaner & tester kit
940G1

˙Universal for all cars
˙Cleaning fuel injector
˙Cleaning intake valve 
˙Cleaning combustion chamber
˙Cleaning vacuum system
˙Cleaning parts and valves
˙Test engine system pressure
˙Test fuel pump pressure
˙Test the sealing condition of return line diaphragm

5pc Mini pick and hook set
905G6

˙Miniature pick set.
˙Removes O-rings in line connections and inside compressors. 
˙Aluminum handles with 4 stainless tools: 
    1.awl end
    2.hook end
    3.45° bent tip
    4.90° bent tip

192/8.4/9.6/1.2’ 44g

10pc deluxe noid lite / IAC test kit plus one fibre optic 
noid lite extension

88442
˙Set includes eight noid lights for testing GM PFI, FORD TBI, 
    GEO TBI, BOSCH PFI, GM TBI, GM SCPI, GM MULTEC 2, 
    BOSCH 2.
    One IAC signal test lights for GM1982 or newer GM TBI and PFI
    fuel injection system, and one for GM Model 1987 or newer GM 
    Model 700 TBI and PFI fuel injection system,
    Plus one fibre optic Noid Lite extension.
˙Kit Comes in a deluxe molded plastic case.

Oil filter strap wrench
619

It can match with various tools for use 1/2" driver, pliers and 
screwdriver.

mmPacking

60/14.0/15.0/3' 150 233g619

inch

8
10
12

9G0112A
9G0112B
9G0112C

Seal puller
9G0113

˙Use to remove oil and grease seals.
˙Two different size tips enables this tool to accommodate most 
    applications.

48/20.0/21.0/1.8’ 417g

1-39
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1-40

96/15.0/17.0/1.4’ 156g

Fluid hose clamp
9G0110

Completely or partially closes flexible brake, fuel, and vacuum, fluid 
line. All steel construction with adjustable locking collar.

72/18.5/19.5/0.9’ 257g

Hose pinch-off tool (bar type)
9G0111

˙Suited for both brake and fuel lines.
˙Effective pinch action with rounded clamp section to prevent 
    damage to hose lining.

18/22.5/23.5/1.9’ 1.25kg

3pc Hose pinch-off pliers (8”, 10” & 12”)
9G0112

˙The pich-off pliers act as a third hand to 
    help you keep hose changed tightly when 
    you are servicing various engine components. 
˙No need to drain system when changing 
    thermostats – save coolant – save time. 
˙Jaws swivel for parallel clamping. 
˙Locking ratchet provides tight grip in just
     about any position. 
˙Can also be used to pinch- off many other hoses. 
˙Do not use on wire reinforced radiator hose.

Fuel injection cleaner & tester kit
940G1

˙Universal for all cars
˙Cleaning fuel injector
˙Cleaning intake valve 
˙Cleaning combustion chamber
˙Cleaning vacuum system
˙Cleaning parts and valves
˙Test engine system pressure
˙Test fuel pump pressure
˙Test the sealing condition of return line diaphragm

5pc Mini pick and hook set
905G6

˙Miniature pick set.
˙Removes O-rings in line connections and inside compressors. 
˙Aluminum handles with 4 stainless tools: 
    1.awl end
    2.hook end
    3.45° bent tip
    4.90° bent tip

192/8.4/9.6/1.2’ 44g

10pc deluxe noid lite / IAC test kit plus one fibre optic 
noid lite extension

88442
˙Set includes eight noid lights for testing GM PFI, FORD TBI, 
    GEO TBI, BOSCH PFI, GM TBI, GM SCPI, GM MULTEC 2, 
    BOSCH 2.
    One IAC signal test lights for GM1982 or newer GM TBI and PFI
    fuel injection system, and one for GM Model 1987 or newer GM 
    Model 700 TBI and PFI fuel injection system,
    Plus one fibre optic Noid Lite extension.
˙Kit Comes in a deluxe molded plastic case.

Oil filter strap wrench
619

It can match with various tools for use 1/2" driver, pliers and 
screwdriver.

mmPacking

60/14.0/15.0/3' 150 233g619

inch

8
10
12

9G0112A
9G0112B
9G0112C

Seal puller
9G0113

˙Use to remove oil and grease seals.
˙Two different size tips enables this tool to accommodate most 
    applications.

48/20.0/21.0/1.8’ 417g

1-39
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1-421-41

Truck strap oil filter wrench
61902

˙The heavy-duty strap can handle any filter up to 6”(150mm) diameter.
˙The support pad helps the grip of the filter without crushing it.
˙The more leverage applied, the tighter it grips.
˙Use with any 1/2” power bar.
˙Capacity: 6”(150mm).

Strap oil filter wrench (1/2” DR. & 3/8” DR.)
61903

This robust quality strap wrench is capable of removing filters up to 
300mm diameter on cars, vans and trucks.
˙The design of this wrench makes it ideal for areas where clearance is 
    restricted.
˙The dual drive allows you more flexibility. Besides, the wrench can 
    be used in conjunction with a 13/16”(21mm) open spanner.

48/19.0/20.0/1.8’ 396g

40/15.2/16.2/1.7’ 380g

Three-legged two way oil filter spiral wrench
61904A

˙Fits 1/2” & 3/8” Square Drive Ratchet Handle
˙Operated By 21 mm Hex Adaptor: 1/2” Sq. X 3/8” Sq.
˙All Chrome Plated. 3-Leg Two Way Operated Range: 63 ~ 102 mm.

72/21.0/22.0/1.5’ 291g

Chain oil filter wrench (1/2” DR.)
61901

˙1/2” sq. driver or 13/16”(21mm) open end spanner.
˙Suitable for filters up to 120mm diameter.

Filter wrench
9B0701 / 9B0702

˙Steel jaw grips filter without slipping. 
˙Use with 3/8” drive.
˙The large range enables 9B0701 to fit most standard size filters
    from 2-1/2” to 3-1/8” (60m/m-80m/m)
˙The large range enables 9B0702 to fit most standard size filters 
    from 3-1/8” to 3-7/8”(80m/m-98m/m)

Self-griping oil filter wrench
9B0704

1/2” DR. ; suitable for filter 95-165 mm.

Filter wrench
9B0703 / 9B0703A / 9B0703B

˙The tool with serrated design for better grip on oil filter during 
    removal / installation.
˙Use with 1/2” DR. or 21mm wrench.
˙Size: 
    9B0703 range 60-80mm
    9B0703A range 80-120mm
    9B0703B range 110-140mm

20/12.0/13.0/0.7’ 590g

Three-legged oil filter wrench
61904

˙Removes all oil filters from 2-1/2” to 4-5/16” 
    (65mm to 110mm) in diameter.
˙Used with 3/8” square drive tools.
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1-421-41

Truck strap oil filter wrench
61902

˙The heavy-duty strap can handle any filter up to 6”(150mm) diameter.
˙The support pad helps the grip of the filter without crushing it.
˙The more leverage applied, the tighter it grips.
˙Use with any 1/2” power bar.
˙Capacity: 6”(150mm).

Strap oil filter wrench (1/2” DR. & 3/8” DR.)
61903

This robust quality strap wrench is capable of removing filters up to 
300mm diameter on cars, vans and trucks.
˙The design of this wrench makes it ideal for areas where clearance is 
    restricted.
˙The dual drive allows you more flexibility. Besides, the wrench can 
    be used in conjunction with a 13/16”(21mm) open spanner.

48/19.0/20.0/1.8’ 396g

40/15.2/16.2/1.7’ 380g

Three-legged two way oil filter spiral wrench
61904A

˙Fits 1/2” & 3/8” Square Drive Ratchet Handle
˙Operated By 21 mm Hex Adaptor: 1/2” Sq. X 3/8” Sq.
˙All Chrome Plated. 3-Leg Two Way Operated Range: 63 ~ 102 mm.

72/21.0/22.0/1.5’ 291g

Chain oil filter wrench (1/2” DR.)
61901

˙1/2” sq. driver or 13/16”(21mm) open end spanner.
˙Suitable for filters up to 120mm diameter.

Filter wrench
9B0701 / 9B0702

˙Steel jaw grips filter without slipping. 
˙Use with 3/8” drive.
˙The large range enables 9B0701 to fit most standard size filters
    from 2-1/2” to 3-1/8” (60m/m-80m/m)
˙The large range enables 9B0702 to fit most standard size filters 
    from 3-1/8” to 3-7/8”(80m/m-98m/m)

Self-griping oil filter wrench
9B0704

1/2” DR. ; suitable for filter 95-165 mm.

Filter wrench
9B0703 / 9B0703A / 9B0703B

˙The tool with serrated design for better grip on oil filter during 
    removal / installation.
˙Use with 1/2” DR. or 21mm wrench.
˙Size: 
    9B0703 range 60-80mm
    9B0703A range 80-120mm
    9B0703B range 110-140mm

20/12.0/13.0/0.7’ 590g

Three-legged oil filter wrench
61904

˙Removes all oil filters from 2-1/2” to 4-5/16” 
    (65mm to 110mm) in diameter.
˙Used with 3/8” square drive tools.
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Self-griping oil filter wrench
9B0704A

˙1/2” Drive
˙Suitable for filter 80-120mm

PACKING：36/19.3/20.3/0.9   536g

Heavy-duty oil filter wrench
61905...

˙Wide steel bank designed to meet the high torque requirement of truck, 
    bus, RV and heavy duty equipment filters.
˙Used with 1/2” square drive tools.

mmPacking

36/24.8/25.8/3.0'
                 

36/25.2/26.2/3.0'
                 

36/25.6/26.6/3.0'
                 

4-1/8" to 4-3/4"
(105mm - 120mm) 

4-1/2" to 5-1/4"
(115mm - 135mm) 

5" to 5-3/4"    
(125mm - 145mm)

690g

700g

710g

61905120

61905135

61905145

Swivel handle oil filter wrench
61906...

mmPacking

36/12.1/13.1/2.6'
                 

36/12.6/13.6/2.6'
                 

36/13.1/14.1/2.6'

36/13.5/14.5/2.6’
                 

2-3/8”" to 2-7/8”"
(60mm - 73mm) 
2-7/8" to 3-3/8“

(73mm - 85mm) 
3-3/8”" to 3-3/4”"    

(85mm - 95mm)
3-3/4” to 4-3/8”

(95mm – 111mm)

335g

350g

365g

375g

61906073

61906085

61906095

61906111

Piston ring pliers
623...

mmmmPacking

 50/15.0/16.0/2.8' 
50/18.5/19.5/2.8'

3"
3"

140
190

250g
370g

62301
62302

inchPacking
 50/12.5/13.5/2.4' 2.5" 17062303

mm
80-120

˙62302 is applied to truck.

Ford fuel pump wrench
9G0706

˙For removal and installation of the fuel pumps with a plastic 
    retaining nut.
˙Suits all Ford falcon models XE, XF to current.
˙Diameter: 6-1/8” (155mm)

Piston ring pliers
62303

Oil filter  master pliers
639230

mmPackingSize

40/18.4/19.4/2.2' 230 460g639230 53-118mm

Oil filter pliers
639...

inchPackingSize

60/21.2/22.2/2'
60/22.7/23.7/2'

10"
12"

353g
378g

639250
639300

60-90mm
85-115mm

36/15.3/16.3/2.8’ 425g
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1-441-43

Self-griping oil filter wrench
9B0704A

˙1/2” Drive
˙Suitable for filter 80-120mm

PACKING：36/19.3/20.3/0.9   536g

Heavy-duty oil filter wrench
61905...

˙Wide steel bank designed to meet the high torque requirement of truck, 
    bus, RV and heavy duty equipment filters.
˙Used with 1/2” square drive tools.

mmPacking

36/24.8/25.8/3.0'
                 

36/25.2/26.2/3.0'
                 

36/25.6/26.6/3.0'
                 

4-1/8" to 4-3/4"
(105mm - 120mm) 

4-1/2" to 5-1/4"
(115mm - 135mm) 

5" to 5-3/4"    
(125mm - 145mm)

690g

700g

710g

61905120

61905135

61905145

Swivel handle oil filter wrench
61906...

mmPacking

36/12.1/13.1/2.6'
                 

36/12.6/13.6/2.6'
                 

36/13.1/14.1/2.6'

36/13.5/14.5/2.6’
                 

2-3/8”" to 2-7/8”"
(60mm - 73mm) 
2-7/8" to 3-3/8“

(73mm - 85mm) 
3-3/8”" to 3-3/4”"    

(85mm - 95mm)
3-3/4” to 4-3/8”

(95mm – 111mm)

335g

350g

365g

375g

61906073

61906085

61906095

61906111

Piston ring pliers
623...

mmmmPacking

 50/15.0/16.0/2.8' 
50/18.5/19.5/2.8'

3"
3"

140
190

250g
370g

62301
62302

inchPacking
 50/12.5/13.5/2.4' 2.5" 17062303

mm
80-120

˙62302 is applied to truck.

Ford fuel pump wrench
9G0706

˙For removal and installation of the fuel pumps with a plastic 
    retaining nut.
˙Suits all Ford falcon models XE, XF to current.
˙Diameter: 6-1/8” (155mm)

Piston ring pliers
62303

Oil filter  master pliers
639230

mmPackingSize

40/18.4/19.4/2.2' 230 460g639230 53-118mm

Oil filter pliers
639...

inchPackingSize

60/21.2/22.2/2'
60/22.7/23.7/2'

10"
12"

353g
378g

639250
639300

60-90mm
85-115mm

36/15.3/16.3/2.8’ 425g
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1-461-45

Pulley removing wrench (teeth type belt)
9G0708

Pulley removing wrench (groove type belt)
9G0709

˙Ideal for removing and assembling any type of grooved pulley. 
    This modern tool keeps the grooved pulley firmly locked.
˙Enables to tighten or to untighten without any difficulty, the pulley 
    locking screw. 
˙Has more functions than a standard strap or chain wrench, and will 
    not damage components. Ideal for alternator and water pump 
    pulleys, but also essential for electric motors of compressors, 
    washing machines, tool machines etc. Also suitable to rotate the 
    camshaft when timing the engine and to remove oil and gasoline 
    camshaft filters.

Contents:
    9U0707: Benz W210 Fuel tank cup wrench
    9U0708: BENZ-W202 Fuel tank cap wrench
    9U0709: BENZ Fuel tank lid dissembler wrench 

3pc Benz fuel tank cap wrench
903U2

36/21/24.5/2.5’ 600g

36/21/24.5/2.5’ 600g

10/21.2/22.7/1.5’ 2120g

˙Ideal for removing and assembling any type of grooved pulley. 
    This modern tool keeps the grooved pulley firmly locked.
˙Enables to tighten or to untighten without any difficulty, the pulley 
    locking screw. 
˙Has more functions than a standard strap or chain wrench, and will 
    not damage components. Ideal for alternator and water pump pulleys, 
    but also essential for electric motors of compressors, washing 
    machines, tool machines etc. Also suitable to rotate the camshaft 
    when timing the engine and to remove oil and gasoline filters.

Cup type oil filter wrench set

9U0707

9U0708

9U0709

6/18.7/19.7/2.0’ 3120g 10/21.2/22.7/1.5’ 2120g 3/21.2/22.2/3.1’ 7060g

61915 61916 61917
61915 / 61916 / 61917

Flat (Punto, 1.2) Renault (Clio 1.2 Express, Kangoo, Twingo) etc…
Fits Champ, Hastings. GM/AC, Wix, Napa, Purolator, Diahatsu, Toyota, Nissan, etc…
Fits same filters as made in Canada including PH4386, PH4967, PH6017, PH6018. 
Daihatsu. etc…
Fits Hastings, Mazda, Ford Escort, Capri, Subaru, Fran PH6607 (those fram filters made 
in Korea, motorcraft FL816 etc…
Fits Toyota / Lexus, etc…MF, Audi, #056-115-561g, GM, Rover, Chrysler. etc…
Fits Fram, AC, Saturm, etc…
Fits VW, Audi, Casite, GM / AC, Hastings,Wix, NAPA Ford. Isuzu Mercedes, Opel, etc…
Fiat (z.B. Ducato, Scudo, Ulysee), Renault,(Megane, Laguna, Espace III) etc…
Fits Champion, Champ Lee, Purolator, Mopar, VW, Porsche, Mercedes, Benz, BMW, 
Audi, (I.B.A3TD) Opel. etc...
Fits Motorcraft only-FL400A, Ford. etc…
Fiat (z.B.Marea), Lancia (z.B.Delta) etc…
Nissan # 15208H8991, Ford, Toyota, Accord, etc…
Fits Hastings, Fram, Purolator, Nissan, Honda, Motorcraft, Mazda, Isuzu, Subaru, Opel, 
Toyota, etc... 
Fits Wix filters. Branded for: Mazda, Subaru, Toyota, Honda, Acura, Nissan, NAPA, etc…
Volvo (C40, S60, S70, S80) etc…
VW, Golf (MKIII, Tdi, Passat Tdi), Audi A6 Tdi, Renault (Clio, Rapid 1.9D Laguna, 
Safrane, Espace 2.1D), Cifroen, Peugeot, Renault, etc... 
Fits Honda Accord, Mitsubishi, Mopar, Isuzu etc…
Fiat, Cinquedento, Coupe, Croma, Fiat, Panda, Regata, Ritmo Fiat, Seicento, Tempra, Tipo, 
Lancia (Beta, Dedra, Kappa, Monte, Carlo, Prisma, Thema, Trevi) etc…
Fits Casite, Champ, Champion, GM, Fram, Hastings, Opel, Mazda, Volvo, Mitsubishi, 
Purolator, Wix, Nissan, VW, Porsche, Renault Ford, Honda, Audi, etc…
Fits Motorcraft only-FL1A, FLA1B, FL300, FL820, Ford, etc…
VW-Audi. (Tdi 2.4,2.6,2.8L) etc…
Toyota # 15600-41010, Alfa, GM, Ford, ALFA, Chrysler, etc…
Audi (A4, A6. Tdi), VW(Passat 97 Tdi) Renault(Laguna 2.2d, Safrane 2.2D.) Espace 
2.2D, R19, Rapid, Megane 1.9 / 2.1D.TDi ) etc…
Fits fram, Motorcraft, wix, Isuzu and Mitsubishi, etc…
Fiat (Ducato 2.5D. Td) etc…
Volvo (C70, S70, V70. Tdi. TD) (Turbo. Diesel. 850 Tdi. Diesel) etc…
Renault (Espace, Laguna, Master, Safrane, Traffic 2.4, 2.5, 2.8D,TD) etc…

61915 61916 61917
66mm/6P
65mm/14P
65~67mm/14P

68mm/14P

73mm/14P
74mm/15P
74~76mm/15P
75~77mm/15P
76mm/12P

76mm/14P
76mm/30P
76mm/8P
78mm/15P

80mm/15P
80~82mm/15P
86mm/16P

86mm/18P
90mm/15P
92mm/10P

93mm/15P
93mm/36P
93mm/45P
95mm/15P
96mm/18P

100mm/15P
106mm/15P
108mm/15P
108mm/18P
Two way oil 
filter wrench
Adaptor

SPCS Applicate
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